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VTOL I N  GROUND EFFECT FLOWS 
FOR CLOSELY SPACED JETS WITH TEMPERATURE 
W .G. Hill, R. C. Jenkins, S. G. Kalemaris and M. J. Siclari 
Grumman Aerospace Corporation 
Bethpage, N e w  York 
1 - SUMMARY 
The primary purpose of this study was to obtain detailed pressure, 
temperature, and velocity data for twin-fan configurations in-ground-effect and 
to develop flow models to aid in predicting pressures and upwash forces OA air- 
craft surfaces. For the basic experiments, 49.5mm-diameter jets were used, 
oriented normal to a simulated ground plane, with pressurized, heated air pro- 
viding a jet. The experimental data consisted of: (1) the effect of jet height 
and temperature on the ground, model, and upwash pressures and tempar- 
atures, ( 2 )  the effect of simulated aircraft surfaces on the isolated flow 
field, (3) the jet-induced forces on a three-dimensional body wi th  various 
strakes, (4 )  the effects of non-uniform coannular jets. 
For the uniform circular jets, temperature was varied from mom 
temperature (24OC) to 232OC. Jet total pressure was varied between 9,300 
Pascals and 31,500 Pascals. For the coannular jets, intended to r e p z ~ ~ l - - t  
turbofan engines, fan temperature xas maintained at room temperature while 
core temperature was varied from m o m  temperature to 437OC. Fan and core 
total pressures were chosen to match the p o w e r  settings most frequently used 
during the large-scale tests of Reference 1. 
In general, the test data correlate well with the induced forces pre- 
sented in Reference 1. No scale effects were found, and jet temperature and 
pressure did not affect the nondimensionalized induced lift. The induced lift 
in-ground-effect was found to be higher for the uniform circular jets than 
for the simulated fan jets. 
Modifications to an existing wall-  jet transition model adequately predict 
the trends with height above ground of upwash temperatures and pressures. 
The addition of a recirculation model is necessary to predict upwash tempera- 
tures in the presence of an aircraft. 
1 
2 - INTRODUCTION 
Lift and control for V/STOL aircraft operating in-ground-effect pre- 
sent a critical condition in sizing the propulsion system. Ground proximity 
effects can result in large jet-induced lift losses or produce positive fountain 
lift, depending on the aeropropulsion configuration. The compleldty of the re- 
sulting flow field and the sensitivity to many design parameters give rise to a 
large body of experimental data which model various aspects of the flow 5eld. 
The primary purpose of this study w a s  to expand the existing data base for a 
twin-fan V/STOL aircraft by exploring the effects of temperature and non- 
uniformities (temperature and pressure) in the jet. These effects were then 
added to an existing computerized prediction method. 
Of almost qual importance, and possibly greater interest to the 
typical reader, this effort also investigated scale effects on jet-induced 
characteristics. To this end, the model used w a s  a 1/24-scale replica of a TF 
34-powered, large-scale model tested recently at NASA-Ames (Reference 1). 
2 

















Area; nozzle exit area 
Thickness of vlscous layer 
Diameter; nozzle exit diameter 
Analytic functions respresenting Viscous profiles 
Force; radial flux deflection function 
Interference force (total force on body minus thrust) 
Nozzle height above ground 
Heat; distance to ground 
Mach number ; momentum 
Nozzle pressure ratio relative to ambient 
Nozzle temperature ratio relative to ambient 
Static pressure 
Dynamic pressure 
Jet radius; ground radius coordinate 
Ground impingement radius 
Radius from one jet impingement point 
Jet spacing 
Temperature ; static temperature 
Velocity 
Distance perpendicular to Y and Z 
Distance f r o m  midpoint of line joining jet centerline 
Distance above ground; vertical jet or ground coordinate 
Distance downward from nozzle exit 
Exponent of profile function 
Isentropic exponent ; ratio of specific heats 
Boundary layer thickness 
Difference between local and ambient conditions 
Non-dimensional wall thickness 
Thrust efficiency factor ; nandimensional thickness 
Angular orientation around one jet impingement point 
Density 
Angle in ground polar 
3 
SUBSCRIPTS 
a,  A -= Ambient 
B = Body 
C = Core nozzle exit conditions; potential core 
F = Flux, fan nozzle exit conditions 
FD = Fully-developed 
l3 = Value at ground effect height 
H = Halfvalue 
J 
m , M = Maximum value; Viscous layer 
N = Nozzle 
PC = Potential core 
rec = Recirculation 
S = Stagnation value; static 
T = Thermal layer; total; stagnation 
U = Upwash 
v = Velodtylayer 
W = Wall jet 
= Nozzle value; jet exit conditions for open circular nozzle . 
4 
4 - EXPERIMENTAL BACKGROUND 
4 . 1  Test Facility 
The experiments condxted under this contract were performed in the 
Grumman Environmental Test Facility (ETF). This facility performs a wide 
range of system and component testing for Grumman  and has two compressor 
systems capable of supplying heated air: the ram air system for pressures to 
110 kPag and temperatures to 232OC, and the bleed air system for pressures to 
3.45 MPag and temperatures to 76OOC. A general overview of the installation in 
this facility is given in Figure 1; a detailed photo of the test arrangement is 
presented in Figure 2. 
4.2 A i r  Supply 
For most of the tests, the air w a s  compressed by a Rootes-type blower 
(referred to in this facility as the "ram air compressor"). Compression heating 
of the flow was removed and the flow divided into two piping systems. One 
system w a s  then heated by a controlled resistance electrical heating system with 
a maximum temperature of 249OC. Both the hot and cold flows were piped to the 
test site by 20.3-cm diameter insulated piping systems. Supply pressure w a s  
controlled by a feedback control system at the compressor control panel and a 
second co:ltrol valve at the user's outlet area (Figure 3). For the experiments 
with core temperatures above 23ZoC, air was supplied by a piston-type com- 
pressor and gas and electric heaters in series (bleed-air systems). 
4.3 Settling Chamber 
The settling chamber for the fan nozzle was a cylindrical steel tank of 
76.2-cm diameter and 218.4-cm length, adapted from underwater flow research. 
(See Figure 4). The first 91.4 c m  of this chamber are occupied by a diffuser to 
spread the flow from the 20.3-cm diameter inlet evenly over the chamber cross- 
section. This is followed by a tube bundle of 9.5-cm diameter stainless steel 
tubes And two fine mesh screens. The heated air supply for the core flow enters 
through the bottom of the chamber after a combined turn and transition f r o m  
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nozzle entrance. This contraction connects to a double wall tubing system with 
an outer diameter of 3.8 cm (the scale centerbody diameter) and an inner dia- 
meter 'of 3.0 c m .  The area between the two wal l s  of this contraction section and 
the constant area section running to the final core nozzle contraction were in- 
sulated with aluminum oxide powder. The final contraction to the 20.7-mm core 
exit diameter and the core centerbody outer profile are accomplished in one 
solid machined segment. The core-flow tube is held in place by 8 machine screw 
in the simulated core pylon, anti three thin finger-type supports mar the 
nozzle entrance. 
4.5 Ground Pli'ne 
The simulated ground plane consists of a 2.5-cm thick aluminum plate 
121.9-cm square, with a circular insert of steel for the pressure tap and wall 
jet probe mountings. (Figure 6a). This plate w a s  mounted on a framework 
which rode on rails that were aligned parallel to the nozzles. The ground plane 
was moved by a screw that was driven by 3 variable speed motorkontroller. 
The instrumentation locations are shown in Figure 6b, c ,  and d ,  (pressure 
taps, surface temperature thermocouples and wall jet rakes). Numbeeng of 
the instrumentation locations matches that of the full-scale ground plane 
(Ref. 11, with additional instrumentation designated by "R". 
4.6  Aircraft Model 
The model (Figure 7) was a 1 / 2 4  scale reproduction of the Grumman 
Design 698-411B tested in the NASA-Navy-Grumman full-scale demonstrator 
prcpam . This model was constructed of a partially-hollow high-temperature- 
plastic fuselage section housing the balance and pressure/temperature lines, a 
metal bottom plate for pressure and temperature instrumentation, metal strakes 
at the fuselage chines, and separately attachable plastic wings and empennage. 
4 . 7  Instrumentation 
4 . 7 . 1  Pressure. - Pressures were measured w i t h  Validyne model DP15 or DP103 
transducers, powered by single channel CD-15 or MC1-10 multichannel systems 
using CD 18 or CD 19  carrier demodulators. Trarisducers were calibrated versus 
an oil filled manometer, either sifigly (transducers used for probe measure;l.mts) 
or  in groups with the manometer calibration pressure applied through a manifold 
























relocated so that temperature (thermocouple) instrumentatioa could be added. 
4 . 7 . 3  Temperature. - All temperature measurements were made with chromel- 
alumel (Type k) thermocouples connected by a multi-connection switch box to 
either an Omega model 2175A or a Fluke model 2166A linearized thermocouple 
readout amplifier. The ground plane surface temperatures and Phose on the 
flat segment of the aircraft botiom were measured with thermocouples spot 
welded to thin (0 .4 mm) stainless steel areas. On the aircraft, the entire flat 
bottom was formed from one thin piece of stainless steel, and thicker pieces 
were spot-welded in areas for pressure tap iwtallation. (Figure 8). The 
30.5-cm diameter ground plane insert was 4.2-cm thick, and the areas for 
temperature measurement were machined to the 0.4-mm thickness for a distance 
of at least 1.3 c m  f r o m  all thermocouples. (See Figure 6c). The thin skin 
allows greater spatial resolution in temperature measurements, which is impor- 
tant in small-scale testing. 
4 . 7 . 3  Probes. - Three separate probe assemblies were used for measurements 
in the free jet, w a l l  jet, and upwash flows (Figure 9). In each probe assembly 
the temperature data were taken by a bare themnocouple probe protruding from 
a 1.5-mm diameter stainless steel sheath that w a s  located close to one of the 
pressure probes. Bare thermocouples were chosen, rather than' a more con- 
ventional shielded thermocouple probe, in order to obtain good spatial reso- 
lution and time response and to avoic! flow disturbances that would be asso- 
ciated with a hcused probe. Temperature measurements with bare thermocouples 
require correction to account f m  radiation losses. Temperature corrections 
were acquired for the thermocouple probes in each assembly by recording output 
in a flow field of known temperature over a wide temperature range. W e  used 
the open jet nozzle configuration for this work. Each probe assembly was 
placed on the centerline of one nozzle shortly downstream of the exit and a 
housed thermocouple probe (United Sensor type KT-12-C/A) w a s  place.'. at a 
corresponding point in the flow fmm the other nozzle. 
The probe assembly used for free-jet data (Fig. 9a) consisted of 1.6-mm 
0. D.  sharp-lipped pitot tube with a 0.5-mm diameter thermocouple displaced 
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1.3-mm O.D. pitot tube (Fig. 9b) that was flattened to 9.5 x 1.5-mm dimensions 
at the tip, with a 0.5-mm diameter thermocouple that WQS displaced laterally 
1.8 mm. The probe assembly for upwash measurements consisted of a 3.0-rnm 
0 .D.  Kiel probe with a 1 .6 -mm 0 .  D. static tube displaced 4.3 mm on one side, 
and 0.5-mm diameter thermocouple displaced 3.0 mm on the other side of the Kiel 
probe (Figure 9c). 
The free-jet probe assembly and the upw~sh probe assembly were 
supported by a motor-driven traverse that was mounted on the same rails as 
the graund plane carriage. Probes were traversed in the plane containing the 
two jet centerlines, dong paths perpendicular to those centerlines. 
The support for the wdl-jet probe assembly passed through a hole in 
the ground plane and attached to a manually driven screw traTrerse that was 
fastened to the back of the ground plane (figure 19). The probe location re- 
lative to the w a l l  was measured f r o m  the voltage output o€ a thin film linear re- 
sistance transducer that was attached to the screw drive. 
4.8 Experimental Techniques 
All experiments were conducted under steady or pseudo-steady 
operating conditions. After initial startup time (approximately one hour) 
changes in pressure operating conditions took only a few minutes. Total 
temperature changes were much slower, primarily because of the heat capacity 
of the supply piping. 
Under most of the operating conditions for this contract, we utilized 
the techniques we developed earlier (Refs. 2 ,  3 and 4 )  of continuously mcording 
test variables versus input parmeters in an analog form on an X-Y recorder. 
This allowed a constant monitoring of test results. Operating miiditions could 
be changed to allow for results observed (such as gradients or fluctuations). 
The ..;est frequent examples of this are the recording of interference force, 
ground-plane pressures, a id  vehicle surface pressures versus height above 
ground, or probe tercperature and pressures versus probe position. 
Prdbe and ground plane position xere converted to voltage by a cable- 
19 

dri\-e:i mtary potent:'orneter (Figure 11) for nost cases. and t linear potent- 
imieter fcr the wdi-jet measurements (F'igilre 10). Voltage was supplied by 
::c:;!et: 'r'n~kmd Modpl d21SA D 2. power sup2lies and adjusted so that 8 
*'cdibrz,ed'' scde setting muid be used 01: the recorriai ;i2!czi~g ohanges in 
scale with ease). Pgsition was controlled by a variable speed DC inctoricont- 
troller arid a screw drive. 
For the aspects cf the experiments requirixg marly measurements 
simultaneously (such as ground plane and aircraft surface pressures) data were 
recorded simultaneously by an on-site minimp.;ter (Hew!e?t-Packard 5lodel 
l O O O ( S )  through A / D  converteys. 
The aircrar farce measurements were taken on separate runs from the 
pressure and tempereture rrreasuremznts because of force interference from the 
Fressure and texperature leads which could not be eliminated. Tkc- instru- 
rnected lower sirface m d  the instrurne1;tation leads attached to it wer? removed 
for the force tests. A pbin lower surfac2 w a s  faSricated to match the external 
contours of the instrarnenied lower surface ma used to mver the cavity ir. 
the fuselPg2 duriiig the force t e s t s .  
21 

5 - R  JLTS 
5.1 Fan-Jet Nozzles 
The s k t c h  of fan-jet impingement geometry in Fig. 12 illustrates the 
co-ordinate system used to describe probe and. nozzle locations. All  data were 
taken with the spacing between nozzles scaled to the full-scale model of 
Reference 1, with the jets normal to the ground and with the aircraft model 
present. 
5.1.1 Nozzle Flow. - Figures 13 and 14 show pressure profiles taken  cross the 
fan and nozzle exit, with baseline pressure conJitions and d 24OC toral tempera- 
ture in both flows. The total-pressure pmfile at the core exit is quite flat. The 
profile across the fan zxit shows a well-defined rnaximm near Ihe center of the 
annulus. The maximum value of the pitct pressure at the exits was used to 
define the nozzle pressure ratios (1.103 for the core and 1.195 for the fan a: 
baseline conditons). Most of the fan-jet impingement data were taken wit> these 
nozzle pressure ratios, chosen to match those conditions most frequently used in 
:he full-scale experiments. After the initial series of experiments, during 
attempts to compare full-scale and model results. it was discovered that the 
f-dU-scale conditions tc be matched were based on area averaged total pressures. 
Addit iU,A zests were conducted at the most critical conditions with the correct 
pressures. Non-dimensional results were found to have very little dependence 
on the totai pressure. 
Integration of the pressure profiles in Figures 13 and 14 (asstming 
axial symmetry) gives 8 value of 35.5 N thrust for one fan-jet nozzle. However, 
this approach provides only an approximation of the thrust because the fan 
flow is not truly axially symmetric (engine support pylon blockags on m e  side 
of the fan duct) and because tnis method of determining thrust does not account 
for pressure forces on the outer cowl of the core nozzle (centerbody). 
A more accurate deterxination of nozzle thrdst w a s  maae by measuring 
the impingement 0x1 8 0.314--meter square ground-plaqe plate that was instru- 
mentea with three strain beams. kith baseline pressure conditions, the thrust 
produced by one nozzle was found to be 36.2 N .  Maintaining pressure within 5% 
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Fieure 13 - Pitot pressure profile at fan nozzle exit, 




















168°C. A s  shown in Figure 15, there was a negligible variation in nozzle thrust 
over this range of core exit temperatures when minor variations in total pre- 
ssure at the core exit and the fan exit were taken into account. 
The thrust of a fan-jet nozzle was measured for a range of both core 
and fan nozzle total pressures. The thrust was found to 'be a linear function of 
fan and core p-essures (Figure 16). This is true over a range of pressures 
exceeding those used in this study. An empirical fit of the data yields 
+ 0.719 q -0 .445,  in which q is in kiIopascals and F = q fan,  avg. 
is in Newtons. As an indication of the origin of this equation, the following 
relationship was assumed : ( 1 )  
= ( K 1 + K  2) 'qfanAfan + ~ 3 ~ q c o r e ~ c o r e  
where K1 and K represent the relative thrust efficiencies and K2 refers to the 3 
drag of the core centerbody in the fan flow. For the nozzles used in the study, 
0 3 
= 7.8 cm' and Amre = 3.37 cmL Afan 
From integration of the core nozzle exit profiles, K was found to be 0.0962. 
Combining the terms relative to the core, (K1 + K 2 )  x 2 Afan = K4 
we have the relatimship 
3 
F = K4 x qfm + 0.650 qCore 
Soleng for K4 with room-temperature, baseline condition data yields K4 = 1.46.  
Substituting, we find 
L F  = 1.46 qfan, svg. + qcore, avg ( 4 )  
This  agrees quite closely with the empirical relation of E q .  (1) 
Figure 17 shows free-jet total-pressure profiles that were taken C with 
both fan jet nozzles operating) at successive axial stations for a total temperature 
at the exit of 24OC. The lack of symmetry in each of the fan flows can be 
attributed to the core pylon blockage in the fan nozzles. The apparent 
convergence of the two flows, indicated by measurement on these profiles of 









































































not caused by actual convergence of eitb-r the fan or core nozzle hardware. 
The reason for this characteristic of the free-jet pitot pressure profiles is still 
ufider active iwestigation, but it is  assumed to be due to the pylon-induced 
asymmetries. 
5.1.2 Ground Flow. - Pressures taken on the ground surface were recorded by 
a 30-channel A / D  system connected to an HP-1000 miricomputer as the bmmd 
height w a s  varied. In addition, Scme pressure data were taken at fixed ground 
heights as continuous profiles by displacing the ground plane in the y-direction. 
Figure 18 shows the variation of ground pressure along a line between the two 
jet impingement points for three body heights above ground. These ground 
pressure profiles were taken using baseline nozzle pressure conditions and 24'C 
core nozzle exit temperature. The maximum ground pressure in the stagnation 
line region (central section of the profiles) shows little variation with body 
height. The ground pressure in the impingement regions (outer sections of the 
profiles) shows an inward shift of the ground impingement center for each jet 
as ground height is ipcreased, which is analogous to the convergence of the 
free jet centerlines illustrated by Figure 17. 
Ground temperature measurements were taken at points around one jet 
impingement redon for the came three heights above ground, using almost the 
same nozzle pressure conditions and a core e*t temperature of 425OC. Figure 
19 shows the ground temperature rsdial variation from one jet impingement 
point for three different angular orientations ( a ) .  A curve was faired through 
the round symbols, correspanding to 9 = 90' ( o ~ e n t e d  in the wing spanwise 
direction). Note that, for 8 = Oo, the ground temperature was lower. and for 
8 = 180' the temperatures were higher, than this curve. The higher ground 
temperature under the wing may have been caused by blockage of air entrain- 
ment into the jet exhaust by the presence of the wing. 
Figure 20 shows representative wall-jet prafiles of total pressure and 
total temperature that were obtained by traversing a probe normal to the ground 
at the ground location scaled to rake number 6. Data were taken at the three 
ground heights corresponding to those run during the full-scale tests. Data 









































8 and 10). Figwe 2 1  shcws a tabulation of representative features of the p?es- 
sure aid tenperature profiles t e e n  at ail three ground locations and three 
ground heights. In this figure, the max imum ad-jet total pressures have been 
normdjzed by the m a x i m u m  total pressure st the fan exit m d  the wall-jet thick- 
ness fat  one quarter the maximum pmfile dynnnL;c pressu?e) !XIS been normal- 
ized by fiii-noszle outside exit diameter, 
The temperatare data shown in Figux 20 were taken with 8 ba-e 
thermocouple that w a s  located adjacent to the total pressure tube. Thcse data 
must be corrected to accomt for radiation losses. T3e correction has been 
qppkied tc the data listed ir. Figwe 21. 
5. i. 3 Upwash Flow. - Flow properties in the upwash were measured by traver- 
sing a probe assembly through the centerline of :he upwash in the y-direction 
with the model in ?lace. The total presswe, static pressure and total temper- 
ature profiles were measwed & r i g  a liw .56D below the mdal  lower surface, 
using baseline nozzie pressure ccnditions and mre exit temperatures of 24 C ,  
128OC, and 192OC. Data could not be taken at the lowest body height tested 
full-scale ( 1 .  Om) because the pmbe would have been in the upwash formation 
region. For the greatest full-scdc body heigkt !4.59D), the upwash was not 
recorded becsllse the level was too iow. Data were taken at the intermediate 
full-scale body height (1 .54D) ,  Figure 22 and at a somewhat higher body 
height ( 1.99D), Figure 23. 
0 
Figures 22 md 23 show :he variation of total pressure and of the 
difference between total and static pressures across the upwash for the lowest 
and highest core temperatures. It was found that the upwash pressure pro- 
files were well-centered around the midpoint between the nozzle centerlines rind 
tha; they were essentially independent of core exit temperature. The tempera- 
ture across the upwash was almost constant and can be represented by the 
centerline values plotted in Figure 24. 
5 . 1 . 4  Model F o m .  - Ground-induced interference forces were measured for 
both the 15' and 45" straks angle configuration for several nozzle pressures and 
tcmperecures. The first example, varying fan totai pressure with core temper- 
ature equal to fan temperature (approximately 24OC), is shcwn in Figure 25 .  
35 
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Figure 21  - Data from w a l l  jet profiles resulting from fan 
jet impingement. 
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For both the 15' and 45O strakes, changing fan tot j l  pressure with core total 
pressure held constant produced a progression of interference forces with no 
change in the qualitstive behavior with height above ground. Note that, for 
all these cases, the fan total pressure was well above the core total pressure. 
The behavior may be changed if the coze total pressure becomes equal Po or 
larger than the fan total pressure because of changes in the impinging jet 
behavior. 
.i more meaningful view of the effects of the fan total pressure can be 
found in the non-dimensional presentation with interference force normalized by  
36 
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Figure 25 - Eifect of fan pressure on interference forces. 
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the nozzle thrust shown in Figure 26. The total pressure level has no significant 
effect on the non-dimensional interference forces. Full scale data (from R e f .  1) 
are shown on this plot for reference. 
A t  a fan average total pressure of 19 .8  kPa gauge (and core total pres- 
sure, again, at 10 .4  kPa gauge) five core total temperatures were run: 43OC, 
104OC, 254OC, 322OC and 416OC. As shown in Figure 27, there is  essentially no 
effect of temperature on the interference forces. Experiments were also con- 
ducted with the nozzle exit flow more closely matching the full-scale engine 
conditions. For a fan total pressure of 25 kPa gauge, mode l  forces were mea- 
sured with cure exit temperature of 42loC and 45'C. Figure 27 shows these 
results compared to the full-scale data (Ref. 1) .  Again, thme is a very small 
effect of temperature on interference forces. The clese agreement between the 
sodel test results and the full-scale data indicates that good simulation of air- 
craft ground interference forces can be obtained w i t h  a 1/24th scale model even 
without core temperature simulation. 
5 . 1 . 5  Model Surface Pressures and Temperatures. - Pressure and temperature 
measurements were taken on the model undersurface with the baseline nozzle 
pressure conditions and core nozzle exit temperatures of 128OC and 192OC. 
Figure 28 shows dimensionless temperature distributions along the model under- 
side (x-direction) for three heights above ground.. The temperature ~cmss  the 
model surface (y-direction) showed littie variation. Values of the surface 
temperature coefficient ((T-T,) !(Tc-Ta)) at station number 22 (0.54D aft of 
the nacelle centerline) ape very close to values found with a probe on the up- 
wash centerline at 0.56D below the model surface (Figure 24).  This comparison 
provides s m e  verification for the model surface temperature data, which were 
taken by thermocouples attached to the inner surface of the metallic underside 
of the model as described in Subsection 4 . 7 . 2 .  Figvre 29 shows the rariation 
of model temperature and pressure with body height above pound. The temper- 
ature w a s  measured at station number 22 and the pressure at the midpoint be- 
tween nozzles. 
Model pressure and temperature data were also taken for a higher 
core temperature and a higher fan pressure that more closely matched the full- 
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scale tests. Eigures 30 and 3: show pressure and temperature measu-zments 
taken at three heights above ground for 3 core exit temperature ci 427OC. The 
relatively low model surface temperatures shown at X / D F  = 0 .5  in Figure 31 are 
not due to faulty thermocouples. Temperatures on both sides (y-direction) of 
this centerline thermocouple showed the same values, which verified that the 
temperature profile don; the model had a local minimum slightly forward of the 
nacelle centerline. The magnitude of this local minimum varied with height 
above ground. This distortion did not appear in th2 data taken at lower core 
temperature (Figure 28) because this certerline thermocouple and one of the 
side thermocouples were inoperative during the earlier tests. 
Comparison of the data shown in Figure 31 with those shown in Figure 
28 indicates that the model surface temperature does not scale well with wide 
variations in core exit temperature. The model surface teaperatwe coeTfiuent 
decreased by more than a factor of L W O  when the core flow temperature was 
raised f r o m  128OC to 421'6. The same poor temperature scaling appeared in 
probe temperature measurements on the upwash centerlina (Figure 24).  In 
this case, the local temperature coefficient in the flow decreased by 15 percent 
when the core exit temperature was raised frcm 128OC +o 192OC. 
Probe temperature surveys were made in tne area corresponding to the 
inlets on the full-scale model (1. 8DF above the model upper surface, close to the 
outer surface of the fan nozzles). I t  w a s  fortnd that the temperature in this 
region was v e ~  close to ambient, and fluctuating greatly. The m a x i m u m  
temperature rise observed for n nozzle total temperature of 192OC was approxi- 
mately 2OC. The strakes app,rently turn the fiow enough to prevent any 
significant amount of upflow f r o m  reaching the inb t  area. The inlet suction 
may affect the flow field to alter this behavior, bst  this is not expected to 
happen. 
5 . 2  Open Circular Nozzles 
5.2.1 Nozzle Flow. - Free jet data were taken w i t h  the ground plane removed, 
using settling chamber temperatures from ambien; to 232OC, and a settling 
chamber pressure of 27.6 ki-a above ambient. Total pressure and temperature 
profiles were recorded for probe traverses across both jet centerlines for dis- 
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Figure 30a - Pressure distribution along model. 
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Figure 30b '- Pressure distribution zc.*oss model. 
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Figure 31 - Model temperature distribution. 
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tances (Z') from the jet exists up to 15 diameters. 
profiles obtained with a settling chamber temperature of 227OC. Profiles takqn 
close to the exit exhibit a flat-topped profile w i t h  a 1 percent ripple that was 
caused by flxtuations with time of the air supply pressure. Note that there is 
no inward shift of the maximulr. pitot pressure points at large values of Z'  as 
oc:urred in the free-stream data obtained with fan-jet nozzles. The corres- 
kondirg tenlperature profiles are shown in Figure 33. These temperature data 
w ~ e  plotted directly from the thermocouple output and have not been corrected 
for r.idiation losses. (This correction was typically of the order of 10°C.) The 
pressure profiles begin to merge about seven diameters from the nozzle exit. 
The temperature profiles show a greater radial spreclding and begin to merge 
about five diameters from the nozzle exit. 
Figure 32 shows pitot pressure 
Figure 34 shows data taken f r o m  profiles that were obtained with 
different settling chamber temperatures. The data show the decay of pitot 
pressure and temperature along one jet centerline w i t h  two jets in operation. 
The centerline pitot pressure decay is slightly greater for heated than for un- 
heated jets. Several runs made with one nozzle blocked off showed no differ- 
ence between the single- and daal-jet results in the centerline values of both 
pitot pressure and temperature out to Z' = 15 diameters. Hence, the decay in 
centerline properties obtained from two jet operation can be x e d  to represent 
single-jet operation. 
5 . 2 . 2  Ground Flow without Model. - Ground-pressure and wall-jet profiles 
were taken at three values of H/D corresponding to the full-scale test 
conditions. Ground pressure measurements were taken without the model to 
derermine how closely the radial pressure distriblition around one jet impinge- 
ment point matched existing single-jet impingement data. Figure 35 shows the 
data taken along radial paths at two orientations around one je; centerline. 
The solid curve, taken from R e f .  2 ,  represents an empirical approximation for 
the p u n d  pressufe diste5ution for a single jet with H / D  between 2.0 ma 
S.O.  
Wall-jet profiles (similar to those shown in Figure 20) were taken at 
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Figure 35 - Radial ground pressure distribution 
wound one jet impingement center. 
fan-jet tests. These measurements, summarized by plots of m a x i m u m  total 
pressure aiid thickness in Figure 36, show little influence of temperature on the 
wall-jet pressure data. 
This figure suggests that the wall-jet flow das not axially symmetric 
around one jet impingement point. Wall-jet profiles taken at the same radius 
from the closest impingement center show that the flow directed toward the 
stagnation line has a higher peak total pressure md a greeter thickness than 
the flow directed away from i t .  This trend occurs for all tested heights above 
the ground and all settling chamber temperatures. This apparent lack of 
symmetry in the wai l  jet data around one impingirlg jet is probably a real dis- 
tortion of the ground flow caused by the impingement of the second jet, but may 
have been caused by interference of the probe support with the upwash 
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Figure 36 - Data from wall jet profiles, open jet impingement. 
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5 . 2 . 3  Upwash Flow without Model. - Measurements were taken in the upwash 
without the model to evaluate flow properties in the absence of model blockage 
effects. The  probes were traversed through the upwash at the nozzle exit 
plane for several values of H / D  and a range of settling chamber temperatures. 
The results are summarized by the centerline values of upwash properties at the 
nozzle exit plane that are plotted in Figure 37. 
pressure probes were essentially unaffected by temperature. Temperature pro- 
files across the upwash were almost flat, and the exit plane temperatures show 
little variation with ground height cut to H/D = 4.  
rhe data obtained f r o m  the 
Additional upwash surveys were made at a fixed fiozzle height above 
ground by traversing the probe through the upwash at various probe heights 
above ground. The results are summarized in Figure 38 whch shows the 
variation of temperature and pressure along the upwash centerline for H / D  = 3. 
These pressure plots also show Little influence of jet exit temperature. 
The effect of settling charnbtr pressure on upwash properties with jet 
temperature equal to  ambient was investigated by conducting exit-plane probe 
tra-,.erses at various ground heights. Figure 39 shows that the centerline 
properties at the nozzle exit plane, for ground heights of 2-1/2 nozzle dia- 
meters or greater, vary linearly with settling chamber pressure over a wide 
range. Furthermore, these measurements agree with past data taken at this 
jet spacing in our low-pressure fecility. The lsck of pressure scaling at low 
ground heights may be caused by the influence of the qroi?nd interaction flow 
on nozzle exit conditions. As brought out in Ref. 3, the pressure distributiofi 
inside the nozzles close to the e ~ t  (for this jet spacing) becomes non-uniform 
when the ground is brought closer than 2-1 /2  diameters to the nozzle e d t .  
The magnitude of the upwash pressure data shown in Figure 39 
illustrates that the upwash flow at the nozzle exit plane can be treated as an 
incompressible flow for ail of the nozzle exit conditims and all of the ground 
heights, even though the nozzle exit flow itself was in the compressible flow 
range. 
~ r f l o w  velocity less than 90 mlsec) can be considered inconipressible without 
a loss in accuracy. Below this value, the dynamic pressure can be found from 
the difference between total and static pressures. Dynamic pressure much 
Flow with a dynamic pressure lcss than about 5 kPa (corresponding to 
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higher than This (somewhat arbitary) 5kPa level requ-res a compressible flow 
approach to determine dynmilc pressure, since it cannot be found by sub- 
tracting static pressure f r o m  total pressure. 
greater than 5 kPa for almost all of our experimental work. 
Nozzle exit total pressure was 
Therefore, for all of the data shown in Figure 39,  the quantity (PT-Ps) 
represents the upwash dynamic pressure on the centerline at the nozzle e i t  
plane, and the flow velocity corresponding to this dynamic pressure can be 
evaluated with incompressible flow relations. Total pressures were measured 
with a Kiel probe md static prepsures w i t h  a static probe aligned with the 
mean Cow direction (probe dimensions are given in Subsection 4 . 7 . 3 ) .  Tra- 
versing both probes through the flow simultaneously ( w i t h  fixed inter-probe 
distance, Y') provided direct plots of the total and static pressure profiles. 
When overlaiu and shifted a distance, Y ' ,  one can trace a profile of (PT-Ps). 
Data shown as (PT-Ps)&l in Figure 3'. 38 and 39 were all obtained f r 3 m  the 
peak value of such tracings. 
- 
5 . 2 . 4  Effect of Model o ~ i  Ground Flow. - Ground pressure measurements taken 
w i t h  end without the model in place showed that the model had little influence 
on :he pressure close to the stagnation line but did change the pressure iil the 
jet impingement region. 
ill one of the jet impingement regions along a line connecting the two jet center- 
lines. The solid curve represents an empirical approximation for the ground 
pressure distribution for single jet impingement. 
at the same locationc without the model (Figure 24) shows that the model re- 
duces the pressure in this part of the impingement region. DatR in Figure 40 
for different jet temperatures show no significant tem2erature effect. 
Figure 40 shows the distribution of ground pressure 
Comparison with data taken 
3 . 2 . 5  Effect of Model on Upwash. - Probe traverses were taken across the up- 
was.1 w i t h  ana without the model in place to determine the influence of the 
model on upwash properties. The temperature profiles across the upwash pre- 
sented in Figure 4 1  show that the presence of the model raises the temperature 
of the upwash appmaching th? model. The increased upwash temperature with 
















Figure 42 shows pressme profiles taken across the upwash with and 
without the mcdel for the same nozzle height above ground. These profiles were 
taken far enough from the model undersurface so that the increased upwash 
dynamic pressure caused by the presence of the model was not a local flow ais- 
turbance invclvicg flow around the model. The dynamic pressure (and hence 
flow velodty) throughout the entire upwash w a s  affected by model blockage. 
This change is significant for flow modelling. The cause of this change is not 
ucderstood at present. The data in Figure 4 2  were taken wirh a jet exit 
temperature of 238OC. Data taken at temperatures of l l 6 C  and 24OC showed 
ahnost identical profiles with and without the model, again illustrating that jet 
exit temperature has little influence on the pressure measurements in the up- 
wash. 
5.2.6 Model Forces. - The thrust of one of the open circular nozzles was 
determined f r o m  the relation 
Thrust = 2 q r; A , 
where q is the dynamic pressure associated with the nozzle presswe ratio, A is 
the notxle exit area and 2 is a thrust efficiexy factor that accounts for 
m3mcn:um loss in the nozzle boundary layer. Rased on thrust measuremcnts 
made earlier on this 5-cm diameter nozzle, we found r: = .90 for the open cir- 
cular nozzles. 
Y 2  2 
2 
Using q =-PM and M = 5 
L 
the thrust developed by one circular nozzle can be found as a function of PTJ 
(settling chamber pressure) : r 
Thrust = 6.30 [,) 'TJ 'I7 - 1 1  APa 
Force data taken with the open circular nozzles were normalized by twice the 
value of nozzle thrust. 
Forces were measured on the model with 15' strakes :or a range of 
settling-chamber temperatures and pressures. Figure 43 shows the variation of 
model interference force with height abovs gmund for a settling chamber pres- 
sure of 27.6kPa gauge and jct temperatures of 24OC,  116OC and 24OoC. These 
67 
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Figure 4 2  - Effect of presence of body on upwash pressures. 
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Figure 43 - Effect of nozzle e*t temperature on ground interference forces. 
three curves arc quite similar, having s m a l l  differences that appear to show a 
progression with temperature. Further investiqatio? showed that differences 
in the force curves in Mgure 43 are more likely to represect scatter attributable 
to slight differences in model alignment between runs. Subsequent measurements 
were taken at a fixed height above ground (H/D = 3.2) as the settling chamber 
temperature was raised from 24' to 22l0C. Testing in this manner, essentially 
no change WES found in interference force with jet exit temperature. The non- 
dimensional forces for the fan-jet simulation (Figure 27) are also shown and are 
much lower than those of the present section. 
Figure 44 shows the variation of model force with height above ground 
for different settlinc chamber pressures and a jet eul I iperature of 24OC. 
While these curves are qualitatively the same, they 
settling chamber pTesswe. 1 hese data were all t: . . disturbing align- 
ment between tests. 
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on ground interference forces. 
5 . 2 . 7  Model Surface Pressure and Temperature. - Model surface pressures 
were measured with and without the 15O strakes for 24OC nozzle exit temper- 
atures. At higher jet temperatures, the data were taken only with the 
strakes attached. 
distribution 2long the fuselage undersurface. 
the model is shown in Figure 46. The presence of the strakes raises the sur- 
fsce pressure level and flattens the profile across the undersurface. Figure 
j.7 shows the variation with height above ground of model pressure at three 
centerfin? taps for the model with strakes. The pressure on the fan nacelle 
centerline (from Figure 29) is shown for comparison, and is much lower. 
Figure 48 shows that the pressures along the model at a fixed height above 
ground are not significantly affected by jet temperature. 
Figure 45 shows the effect of the strakes on the pressure 
The pressure distribution across 
The temperature distribution along the mode! is shown in Figure 49. 
For H / I )  = 1 . 5 4 ,  the tentperature coefficient at a point between the nozzles was 
approximately 0.8. which is considerably higher than values measured with 
probes (range of 0.5)  3n the upwash centerline without the model (see Figures 
70 
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Figure 46 - Pressure distribution across fuselage underside. 
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37b and ?8a). 
- f  the entrahment flow brought about by the presence of the model. A s  
discussed in Subsection 5 . 2 . 5 ,  higher temperatures were measured in  the 
upwash with the model in place than without i t .  
The high model temperature appears to be caused by blockage 
The model temperature distributions in Figure 49 do not show a local 
temperature minimur;; just forward of the nacelle centerline that was found using 
the fan jet nozzles (Figure 31). In addition, comparison of Figure 49 with 
Figures 31 and 28 shows that the model temperature coefficients appear to scale 
better with jet exit temperature using the open circular nozzles than using the 
fan-jet nozzles, where only the core flow was heated. Temperature data taken 
in the Gpwash using the open circular nozzles (Figure 37% and 38a) also 
showed better temperature scaling than the fan-jet data (Figure 2 4 ) .  
5 . 3  Conclusions 
5 . 3 . 1  Fan-Jet Simulation. - The primary conclusion of this experimental study 
is that a geometrically correct small-scale model testing program can predict 
V/STOL aircraft hover performance quite well. Interference force results of 
the li24-scale experiments matched full scale results closely. Pressure ratio 
changes (in this case with subsonic jet cxit conditions) produced a neglibible 
effect. Core nozzle exit temperature produced a s m a l l  effect, easily compensated 
for by empirical scaling. Aircraft lower surface temperatures did not scale well 
with core nozzle exit temperature. 
5 . 3 . 2  Open Circular Nozzles. - The normalized interference forces resulting 
from operation with open circular nozzles were rliuch larger (approximately a 
factor of two) than those found with the fm. jets. The qu:ditative behavior 
with height above ground was the same. A s  with the fan-jet nozzles, there was 
a s m a l l  change in the force with changes in stagnation temperature. “here w a s  
also a s m a l l  change in normalized force with total pressure in the region of 
Mghest forces (H/D - I$ ) ,  which Cid not occur for the fan-jet case. Aircraft 
lower surface temperature did scale well with nozzle exit terziperature, d 
different result than that obtained with th- fan-jet Rozzles. 
The presence of the model was found to raise significantly the temper- 
ature in the upwash. 
pizssure ir: the upwash. 
Unexpectedly, model presence also raised the total 
6 - PREDICTION MET){. ' . : . ) L O G Y  
The establishment gf a vertical jet impingement model is the basis for the 
prediction of the behavior of two jets im9inging on 
the flow problem is shown in Figure 50. Figure 508 C , ~ ~ O W S  the vertical plane 
containing the jet stagnation points and the ground plane. Each jet impinges on 
the ground plane and deflects to form radial-wall jets. The wall IBIS then in- 
teract and form an upwash daflection zone Nhere ,he w a l l  jets collide and ax-2 
turned upward on leavin_: the ground plane. The stagnation line lies on the 
ground in the  vertical plane cf symmetry between the two impinging jets. The 
maximum upwash stagnation pressure occurs at the midpoint of the line connect- 
ing the two jc; stagnation points on the ground. 
drops off with lateral distance along :-he stagnation line. Figure 5% shows the 
radial streamline pattern that has been observed (Ref. 5 ,  6 & 7)  both in the 
ground plane and in the vertical upwash plane of ryrnmetry between the two 
jets. This flow situation only exists w x ?  the jet! Ire spaced far enough 
:ound plane. A sketch of 
The ground pressure then 
t '  
Figure 50 - Two-jet interacting flows - negligible 
deflection zone interaction. 
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apa7t so that the jet irnpingemect zont ,oes not interact or h-as a negligible 
affect on the upwash defle-.tion zone. (Ref. 3). 
€. 1 Theoreticd Models for Ncn-Isothermal Set Impingement 
In Ref. 3, semi-empirical analytical models were formuhted to simulate the 
globai benavior of two incompressible jets irr.p%ging OP 8 ground plane. Models 
were generated for the behavior of th? free and wall jets and, finally, the up- 
wash sheet gemrated by the interaction of the opposing wall jets. The effect 
of jet pmximity is considered in Ref. 3, leading to  the development of upwash 
momentum models. 
These incompressi.ble models are extend&, i" the present study, to include 
temperature or density effects. The flowfield is divided into three major regions 
where viscous or turbuimt mixing effcxts dominate, being: 
0 Free jet 
0 Upwash. 
Subdomains of these regions include the jet and upwash deflsction zones. 
thsse smaller regions, the flow changes f r o m  m inviscid behavior to a shear flow 
along with streamEne deflections, causing a change in static pressure due to the 
stagnation snd accelcration of the f low.  
!q 
6.2 General 'Imperature s. d Velocity Equations 
The transport or diffusion of b a t  in 8 free jet is much like the transport 
of momentur.. The viscous rnigng and ectrpinment of an-bient air causes a shear 
layer of momentum (velocity) and heat to occur. Schlictirig (Ref. 8 ) ,  in quoting 
the experimental and theoretical observetlons of Reichardt (Ref. S), implies thst 
the temperatcre proCle distribution of a two-dimensional jet behaves like :he 
sq-mre root of the velocity dktributior 
quoted by P,bramo%ich (Ref. l o ) ,  arrives at this result for the the7mal layer by 
P tsrbulencc thwry that is based on vorticity transfer rather than inomenturn. 
In Ref. 10, the Zemperatyre profile in c jet is obtained by a "Xelu Prandtl- 
Gortler TI:eory of Turbulence". The foliowing relation "lip is obtained between 
the te - x-ature and velocity: 
Tay.oris Free Turbulence Theory, as 
. .  
0.4 
where S is  some constant. If 6 = 1, the dimensionless temperature and velocity 
profile coincide. It has been observed experircntally that this behavior does 
not hold. For 5 = 2 ,  Taylor's analytical result is  :btained as well as Reichardt's 
experimental observations. 
8 
Experimental observations indicate that rhe thermal layer spreads faster 
than the dynamc (velocity) layer. In order to establish an empirical value for 
5 in eq. (11, some Ron-isothermal profile data are plotted in Figure 51a for a 
circular jet. Similarity is not rlbtained i f  the temperature data are related to the 
velocity half widths as shown in Figure 51b. In addition, the data do not seem 
to confirm the sq-iare root of the velocity relationship. If, on the other hand, 
v 
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Figure 5'1 - aimensionless velocity end temperatiire 
difference profile data. 
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b) Salated to jet radius nor,dimnstonaIlred by veloctrv half+tdth. 
RE 1-1 622 440 (33) D 
F i q r e  51 - (Continued). 
the velocity and temperature &fference datR are plotted dimensionless to their 
respective hdf-velocity and half-temperature difference lengths, the data fall 
on one dimensionless carve as  il!lis!rd?ed in 3 g u r e  51c. This result was also 
observed in Ref .  11 and in Ref .  12 for wall jets. It seems to be clear from the 
availablo data tha; the thermal layer persists beyond th2 point where a measur- 
able velacity exists. The form of eq. (1) implies that the dynamic and thermal 
layers have the same scale length. If an exponential or infinite layer is 
assuned far the velocity profile and, hence, the thermal layer, then eq. ( 1) 
would yield results consistent with measured data. 
ship as eq,  (1) exists, the exponent may be a function of the nozzle thrmal  
conditions. 
Indeed, i f  such a relstion- 
In the models IO be developed, it is :tiore convenient tG assume a finite 
thickness to the various layers to fscilitate the various irltegrations involved 
in computing the velocity m d  temperature decay rates. Equation ( 1 J is not 










Figurc 5 1  - (Concluded). 
used in the following models but the felationship depicted by Figure 51c is usod 
instead : T - I A  
--= 
T31-TA ‘7. ( -T ) 
( 3) 
2 r 
r ’ r  and f = (1  - ;’) 
where T = -, V = -  
bT bV 
The dimensionless f m m s  (i.e.,  velocity and temperature each have heir  
own scale lengths. t: and b ) of the velocity and temperature diffcr-nce pro- 
V r 
F!es as depfcted ;n eq. ( 2 )  are asscmed identical. 
the thermal and dynamic (velocity) layers can be simply expressed by the ratio 
The relatimship between 
50 
Qf the half widths of the two layers: 
. b~~ 
bNv 
i, = - ( 3 )  
Hence, the thermal and dynamic layers do not have the same scale. The velocity 
goes to zero while the temperature persists beyond a measwable velocity. 
6.3 Conservation Equations 
The basic governing equation to model the behavior of j?ts is the conser- 
vation of momentum equatic n. To account for non-isothermal or temperature 
effects, an additional equation is required. The conservPYon of excess heat 
contznt is used as the governing equation to account for heat diffusion or 
temperature effects. These two integral equations can be expressed as : 
Momentum - 
Heat Flux 
H F = p  N N  V (AT N N  )A =//2VA TdA 
( 4 )  
T where ATx = TN-TA, is the nozzle temperature, and A N N is the nuzzle area. 
Eouations (4) and ( 5 )  yield two expressions for the two unknowns, maxinum 
centerline temperature and velocity. Unfortunately, more than two unknowns 
e*dst, namely, the profile shapes and growth rates 3f the various shear layers. 
These additional parameters must be given by empirical observations. The 
spreading models of Ref. 3 are used w i t h  the addition of eq. ( 5 )  and the f x t h e r  
complication of the density or temperature occurring in eq. ( 4 )  which necessi- 
tates the simiiltaneous solution of eqs. ( 4 )  and ( 5 ) .  
6.4 Heated Free-Jet Model 
The nozzle exit conditions of a free jet can be specified by two parameters. 
the nozzle exit stagnation pressure ratio ( N P R )  and temperat-De ratio ( N T R ) .  
The e-xit Mach number of the jet is purely a function of NPR.  A compressibility 
correctic;? is included in the incompressible models, based up:n an approximare 
Mach nunl. er computcd using Bernoulli's equation. 
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To be consistent with an incompressible approximation, the nozzle exit static 
temperature is assumed equal to the nozzle stagnation temperature, 
or  
TN - NTR 
The free jet is subdivided into three regions, as shown in Figure 52:  
0 Potential core, Regian I 
0 Transition, Region 11 
0 Fully developed, Region 111. 
:n order to solve eqs. (4 )  and ( 5 ) ,  some information aboct the half-velociLy 
boundary ~ o w t h  behevior must be assur.:Ad to be known from experimental data. 
I’D be consistent with the mcdels of Ref. 3,  and for the sake of simplicity, the 




Figure 52 - Jet half-velocity w!Lch model. 
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T.2 cc .st.mts ( a l ,  a ? ,  a3)  governing the half-velocity boundary growth 
in the trx: .: end fully-developed regions are determined empirica:ly. The 
pot€-it‘-? rr)rC: length ( Z p c )  and the exponent +., governing the shape of the 
sLaf profile in the fully developed region also must be specified. These con- 
stants vary slightly as functions of nozzle Mach number and temperature ratio. 
Suitable values have been determined as: 
where 2 3-C. 50. 




where 7 -0.75, and is also slightly a function of the nozvle temperature ratio. 
* C  
The growth constant of the half-velocitp boundary in the potential coye 
region is determined by matching the boundaries at the end of the potential core, 
yielding, 
In addition, E. linear decay in potential core radius r is assumed: 
C ’  
The beghying of the fully developed region of f low,  denoted by the length 
is determined by matchinP the boundaries between the transition parameter Z FD ’ 
E ~ P  rl fully developed regions, 
b: - -  ‘FD - r s ( a 3 - a i )  
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The momentum and heat flcx equations become, for a circular jet, 
V 2 r  dr 
2 TP* VAT rdr 
H F =-/ RG T 
using P = SR T to eliminate density. A G 
The velocity and temperature profiles are represented by the following 
dimensionless self-similar quantities : 
Since finite profile functions will be used in the modeling, the velocity and 
temperature scale lengths, as represented by b and bT , are not equal. V 
Substituting eqs. (8) and (9)  into eqs. ( 6) and (71, and rearranging, 
yields, 
Momentum 
Heat - -- - 2  hi 
'i 
T N  
fVfT 'Vdnv 
Vnfortunately , bringing the density into the integrands makes the profile 
integrals functions of the xadmum centerline temperature ratio. Hence, simple 
34 
geometrical similarity does not emst for non-isothermal jets. 
length ?v is used in the integration since there can be no contribution to eq. 
(10) or eq. (11) beyond the dynamic (velocity) layer. The integrals in the 
above equations do not lend themselves necessarily to analytical integration, 
and are defined as:  
The velocity scale 
Equations (10) and (11) can be rewritten simply as  
The values of the integrals CM and CT are a150 functions of the profile 




-- - fv(l,> = [I- ( n e , . ]  
J 
where -c r 
C / b V '  
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Since the dimensionless velocity and temperature profile functions have the 
same form, then 
In general, i t  is assumed that 
Hence : 
and the temperature scale length can be directly related to the scale length 
of the dynamic layer. 
6 . 4 . 1  Potential core region - In the potential core region, the maximum 
temperature and velocity are known and are equal to the nozzle values. 
momentcm and heat equations, ( 14)  and ( 151, can be reduced to, 
The 
CM ( n , h T )  = 0 
Y 
1 
r! - ( 1 - n e )  bVH - where RV =- - 
C bv 
Equations (21) and ( 2 2 )  are solved simultaneously for the exponent 3 and the 
thermal-to-dynamic layer ratio X 
cores are assumed identical. 
For simplicity, the thermal and dynsmic T' 
6 . 4 . 2  Transition and fully-developed region5 - The cons2rvation equations can 
now be written as: 
66 
The above equations are solved simultaneously for the dimensionless max- 
hum temperature ratio, - , and naximum velocity ratio, - , given values for 
the exponent a and AT. Suitable values based on empirical data are assigned 
to these parameters in the fully developed regions as 
TM vM 
TN vN 
SLFD = 1.5  
and a Linear variation from potential core values to the fully developed ones is 
assumed. 
Some typical results are shown in Figures 53 through 57 and compared to 
the test data of Corrsin 8 Uberui (Ref. 13) for low Mach number or basically 
incompressible jets. Figure 53 shows the relationship between the dimensionless 
velocity and temrerature decay rates for a slightly-heated jet ( N T R  = 1.05) and 
a significantly-heated jet ( N T R  = 2.0). Both the velocity and temperature decay 
rates are enhanced due to an increase in heat content of the jet. 
ture decays faster than the velocity. Figure 54 shows the dynamic pressure 
or tote' pressure decay ~ O T  the two differmt temperature ratios. The total 
pressure decays faster for the hotter jet. Figure 55  shows the relationship 
between the dynamic pressure and total temperature decay. Unlike the velocity 
and temperature, the Fressure and temperature curves cross each other. 
The tempera- 
The (;-y ( T M / T N ) .  Figure 56a and b shows tne dynamic pressure is  compdted as 
relationship between the half dynamic pressure ( 9 )  , half velocity (VBl/VN 1 and 
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Figure 54 - Comparison of computed free-jet dimensionless 
dynamic pressure decay with test data. 
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Figure 55 - Comparison of c3mputed free-jet dimensionless dynamic 
pTessure and temperature difference decay with test data 
temperature ratios. The half dynamic pressure boundary exhibits a emtraction 
in the potential core region (Zpc - 0). 'fhe half velocity boundary lies between 
the half dynamic pressure and temperature boundaries. The half temperature 
boundary being significantly wider than the half velocity boundary as the 
nozzle tempra twe is increased. Figure 57 shows 3 comparison of the half q 
and half temperature boundaries for the two nozzle temperature ratios. Hence, 
heating the jets causes an increase in the jet half boundaries, which is con- 
sistent with the higher decay rate exhibited by the hotter jet in the previous 
figures. 
6 .5  Jet Deflection Region 
A schematic of the wall jet impingement model is shown in Figure 5t? .  The 
jet begins to stagnate a i  some ground effect hcigkt given by J J .  Values for 
' are given in Ref. 14.  The ground stagnation pressure and temperature is 
then determined by the jct properties at the ground -ffecx height denoted by 
- *J 
Test data 0 
lcorrsin & Uberoi, Ref. 13) 
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Figure 57 - Heated free-jet boundary growth characteristics. 
the subscript (g:) , or: 
T T  (25)  
The gmund pressure distribution in the impingement region is obtained in 
the same fashion as for an isothermal jet. A momentum balance is performed with 
the integral of the ground pressure equal to the momentum or thrust of the 
incident jet. 
The ground pressure distribution is assured to have the form: 
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Figure 58 - Definition of scaling parameters for jet 
impingement and wall jet regions. 
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Equation (26 )  can be rewritten as ,  
1 
Given the impingement radius r equation (28) can be solved for the 
0' 
exponent ;I governing the shape of the ground pressure distribution. The 
deflection radius r is estimated empirically and is based upon the incident 
half velocity radius (bVH:) of the jet: 
g 
0 
2 . 9 ~  r o < 3.6 ; 1.2 I-, < 3.0 
r - h > 3.0 
bVHi 
0 
D - = 3.6 : 
6 . 6  Heated Wall-Jet Transition Yodel 
Figure 58 shows a schematic of the wall-jet model. The wall-jet transition 
model developed in Ref. 3 consists of three subregions: 
i) Inviscid deflection region where the effects of viscosity are assumed 
to be negligible except in a region close to the wall and near the edge 
of the deflected flow. In this region, the inner boundary layer is 
established as governed by axially-symmetric stagnation flow. 
ii) Transition region where the effects of viscosity are beginning to 
dominate and the inner boundary layer and outer shear flow changes to 
the fully-developed turbulent wall-jet . 
iii) Fully-developed flow, where the effects of turbulent Viscosity dominate 
and the static pressure through the wall layer is considered ambient, 
or  fully recovered. In this region, the nearly similar wall-jet develops. 
The addition of heat to the wall-jet requires the introduction of a radial 
heat flux equation into the model of the isothermal wall-jet . The two con- 
servation equations (assuming negligible losses) applied to the wal l  jet are: 
bW 2 
Momentum - MF = J ( p V  + AP) rdz 
0 
Heat - - (30) 
0 
where bW is the height or thickness of the dynamic (velocity) layer. 
Before being able to apply eqs. (29)  and (30) to the wall layer, the 
velocity, pressure and temperature profile behavior must be approximated. 
Two sublayers are assumed, an inner boundary layer and an outer shear layer. 
Adiabatic wall conditions are assumed and the thermal and dyqamic boundary 
layers are also assumed to coincide. 





-2 - lPM - 1  
(31)  
(constant pressure through boundary layer) 
(adiabatic wall, constant temperature 
through boundary layer) 
where 7 4 N 4 15. 
Outer Shear Layer 
4 




where 5 =- and bT is the height or thickness of the thermal layer. The 
dynamic and thermal layers are assur ad to be related by: 
The introduction of equations (30) and (31) into eqs. (28) and (29) lead 
to the development of several profile integral expressions. 
The momentum integral has a velocity squared and a pressure term. The 
pressure term contributes to the momentum until pressure recovery occurs. 
Substitution of the profile expressions into the velocity term of the integral 





M - = p M .  
TA 
- 1  
where TM = -and 'NI - 
The pressure term leads to a simpler expression: 
J 
which can be integrated analytically. 
The heat equation leads to integrals similar to eq. (34) : 
95 
K f  
1 I -  
T,, 
The pressure distribution along the wall was defined previously as: 
APM = APSfg (nw) 
Equations ( 2 9 )  and (30)  can now be expressed as 
Momentum 
FM (7w) FVIS (r) = 
(37 )  
The terms on the left side of eqs. (38)  and (391 ,  F&l and FT, reflect the 
gain in radial momentum or heat flux as the jet deflects and becomes parallel to 
the wall. These functions are made proportional to the pressure recovery 
function, or  
( ) = F Frvl ?w T N  ) = l-fg (nW) ( 40) 
since little or no empirical data are available in the deflection region. Hence, 
the radial momentum and heat flux reach a maximum at pressure recovery, and 
for 
r 
rl = - > I ,  FM = FT = 1 W ro- 
The term F V I E ( r )  reflects the loss of momentum due to frictional loses at the 
96 
wall. and where ,.bIs -0.15-0.25. 1 (41' 
Equations (38) and (33) represent two simultaneous equations for the two 
unknowns, VM and TW. 
from the profile functions, are determined numerically and are, in general, a 
function cf the maximum temperature ratio (Th, 1. 
The values of the integrals c , C  
M P  
and CT , which arise 
- 
-4 
The inviscid deflection region is assumed to occur under the half velocity 
width (bVHi) of the incident jet profile. Constant total pressure and total 
temperature is  assumed throughout the inviscid layer to be equal to the incident 
jet values. The wall--jet properties at the beginning of the wall-jet transition 
region are obtained fTom the inviscid values. The initial velocity at the end 
of the inviscid region is defined from the static pressure and Bernoulli's 
equation. 
Equations (38) and (39) are used to determine the icitial values of the 
exponent .=I , pverning the wall-jet profiles in the shear layer, and the initial 
ratio. 1 , of the thermal-to-dynamic layer thickness. The wall layer is now 
completely initialized upon prescription of the initial boundary layer 
characteristics. Fully developed values for the esponent a and the ratio 1 
are now prescribed and a linear variation between the initial values at the be- 
ginning of the transition to the fully developed region is assumed. Equations 
(38 )  and (39) can then be solved simultaneously for the maximum temperature 




For the fully developed wall-jet region, the boundary and shear layers are 





and M is the stagnation Mach number of the jet. The wall jet thickness in the 
transition region is o b t h e d  by a linear variation between the initial and fully 
developed values. Some total pressure and temperature decay data is shown 
in Figure 59 for single circular jet impingement into a radial wall-jet. The 
wall-jet pressure decay is only slightly influenced by the nozzle temperature 
ratio for the range tested. The temperature decay shows a greater dependence 
on the nozzle temperature. Both the temperature and pressure decays more 
rapidly with an increase in nozzle temperature. 
S 
6.7 Two-Jet Interaction Model 
Figure 69 shows a sketch of the ground plane coordinate systems for the 
two jet impingement interaction problem. The jets stagnate on the ground, de- 
"T, 
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Figure 59 - Heated wall-jet dimensionless total pressure and 
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Figure 60 - Two-jet impingement without deflection zone interaction. 
flect into radial wall jets and collide along their plane of symmetry. The 
formation of an upwash stagnation zone i s  R result of the upward deflection of 
the wall jet flow. The point Su, on the Line joining the jet centers. is the only 
true stagnation point where the flow comes to rest and deflects vertically. At 
points off of the center, the flow is deflected at an angle such that the pressure 
is representative of the stagnation of the normal component of the maximum wall 
jet velocity. 
6 . 7 . 1  Maximum pressure and temperature distribution along the iipwash stagna- 
tion Line - To estimate the upwash stagnation Line ground pressure and 
temperature distribution, the maximum velocity of the wail jet normal to the 
stagnation Line is computed: 
99 
- 
VNORM - VMW cos v U (44) 
The maximum pressure along the stagnation line is computed from the static 
p l w  the contribhtion of the normal velocity of the wall jet. 
Dividing by the nozzle pressure given by 
yields 
Temperature - F* 




( 4 7 )  
(48)  
The maximum temperature along the stagnat-.m line is then just equa tc, 
S the maximum temperature of the wall-jet at the stagnation line location, S = - 2 
The pressure along the stagnation line given by eq. (47) uses the maximum 
temperature, velocity, and static pressure of the wall-jet evaluated at the 
stagnation line location. 
6 .7 .2  Upwash momentum models - The upwash momentum model, including the 
effects of close jet spacing, remains unchanged in principle due to temperature 
effects and are those described in Ref. 3. The addition of temperature effects 
htis a slight effect on the ground pressure distribution since the addition of 
heat to the flow somewhat affects the overall decay rates of the various regions. 
The overall upwash rncjmentum can then be related to the integral of the upwdsh 
ground pressure distribution a s  described in detail in Ref. 3.  
6.7.3 Heated upwash decay model - Figure 6 1  shows a schematic of the upwash 
sheet model &:id the characteristic scaling parameters. The upwash sheet is 
assumed to be a reflection of the wall-jet flow into the vertical plane of symmetry 
lying between the jets. The radial streamline pattern of the wall layer is 
assumed to continue into the upwash sheet and, to a first apprcximation, be un- 
perturbed by the turning region. The wall-jet flow is assumed to enter the up- 
wash deflection region w i t h  a characteristic profile, half velocity width and 
maximum velocity or total pressure. The characteristic length scale in the up- 
wash sheet is the half velocity width of the incident wall-jet layer estimated at 
the wal l  location. The pressure recovery region in the upwash sheet is 
assumed to be approximately three times the half velocity width of the incident 
w a l l  jet profile. The magnitude of the momentum flux in the resulting upwash 
streamline is assumed equal to that of the incident wall-jet. 
sheet is treated in a similar fashion as the wall-jet w i t h  a f e w  exceptions. 
Hence, the upwash 
Due to the high turbulence levels typically measured in the upwash sheet, 
the flow is considered to be fully turbulent and similar. The upwash velocity 
profile is taken to be that of a free shear profile with no internal momentum 
defect due to the wall layer. The upwash sheet growth rate is assumed to be 




Tran i i t i on 
3bWH 
Figure 61 - Chtaracteristic scalicg parameters for upwash model. 
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constant without any initial transition phase. 
magnitude of the momentum flux distribution in the upwash sheet is giv?n by 
the previously discussed momentum models. Expressions for the momentum and 
heat flux similar to those for the wall jet can be derived for the upwash flow: 
It is also assumed that the 
Momentum - 
+ zs 
fMu ( l ) [ l - f P ~  (p)] = [  cN ) $1 






f V [ P  f + ( l - f  C ] d  ) 
[‘. +p] (51) 
1 
cPu =/  fpd% 
0 
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The pressure terms in eqs. (49)  and (50) only have a contribution in the 
upwash deflection regions. The above integrals, as w i t h  the wall-jet and jet 
flows, are carried out over the width of the dynamic layer given by bU. The 
thermal layer is considered to be somewhat wider and is given by: 
bUT = X b T u  
The growth rate of the upwash flow is assumed to be approximately three 
times the rate of the wall-jet due to the higher turbulence. Equations (49)  and 
(50) are then solved simultaneously for the temperature and velocity. Initial 
application of this model to the heated upwash led to the results shown in Figure 
62 for the pressure and temperature decay. The pessu re  correlates well with 
the test data but the temperature decays too rapidly. The wall-jet and upwash 
temperature behavior for two interacting impinging jets is significantly different 
from a single isolated jet impinging to f x m  a wall-jet . Recirculation effects 
dominate for multi-jet impingement. These effects are due to several aspects of 
the two-jet problem. Hot upwash flow tends to recirculate back into the free jet 
and wall jet regions , qltering their effective temperature decay. Confinement 
of the region between the free jet and upwash flow tends to heat the ambient 
flow or restrict the influx of cooler ambient air into this region tci be entrained 
by the wall jet and upwash flow. A s  a result of these effects, in order to be 
able to estimate the temserature behavior of wall-jets and upwash flow, a 
recirculation model must be established. 
6.7.4 Rezirculation model - A s  a preliminary attempt st  estimating recirculation 
effects, a rnc,lel was generated for both the wall-jet and upwash flows. The 
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rlPA = 1.272 
HID = 3.0. S I 3  - 3.0 
GAC test data 
0 NTR - 1.24 
a NTt3 = 1.58 
- Computed 
0 1 2 ? 4 , s  6 
Z ID  
R 8  1 -1622054(1/2) 0 
Figure 62 - Heated upwash centerline decay characteristics with 
recirculation effects. 
basic principle of such a model is demonstrated in Figure 63. The model takes 
into accaunt that the wail jet and upwash streamlines do not effectively ertrain 
air at the reference ambient condition. This situation is most extreme dong 
the inner wall-jet and upwash streamline (U=Oo)  and is enhanced as the jet 
spacing is reduced. Tne recirculatim effect is also assumed to be negligible 
along t3e outermost ray (U=rr). In reality, the outermost ray may also be 
affected if the free jet decay has beer! sltered. TPis is neglected in the present 
study. In order to quantify the recircalation effect, it is assumed 
results In a local change m axbient conditions repreoented by: 
- AAeff - .- 1 + Arec c o s 2 ( ~ )  y3 AT g 
TA 
that it 
(54 \  
3 
where 
. 3 n- 1-30 
I V C  
and AT, is the ground stagnation temperature of the inciaent jet. 
d 
RE 1-1622054(2.'2!C 
Figure 63 - Recirculatior?. effects. 
Essentially. the aiiount of excess heat flux ir? ally @veri layer is then 
slterad by the effective local ambient madition : 
Hence. i f  the effective or l x a l  ambient texperaturo :.s equrl to the nozzle 
temperature. the excess hat  flux will be zero ar-d ne temperature decay xiil 
take place as a resdt of the heat equation. 
If the incident radius ( r  ) of the impinging jet i s  equd to the half s p c i n g  
g: 
of the jets. then the effective-ambient temperatwe ( T  beconi2s equal tc the Aeff - 
A A 
incidei;t temperature ratio of the jet ,?long the stream, 
ternreratwe decay will wcur .  Figures 61a and 64b demonstrate 1112 effect of 
this ?:ode1 on the w a l l  jzt decay rates for t w c  ie?s with S / D  = 3.9 aud H I D  = 3 . 0 ,  
arid two different nozzle temperature ratios. 
compu;ed unril the wall jet interacts 13th the stagnation 'We. For :?-,'2. the 
wall-jet decay is computed to a fixed radius of three diameters. The least 
temperature decay occurs along the inner ( 2=0') streamline. T h e  woll-jet 
decuys mow rxpidly a s  the outermost ray is approached and. at 5 = - . t5e decay 
of the wall-jet becomes eqiial to  t k e  isolnted impingement value. 
2 cp =O' m d  ,IO fzrther 
In this figure, the decay is 
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- /  3 P, 
.' PN 
0.8 4 HID - 3 0  si0 - 2 J 
1 
t 















2 3 4 5 6 0 1 
Figure 64 - H e s t d  w a l l  j t t  decay characteristics with 
nzimu ihal recirculation model. 
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A slight overshoot of the -dues w c u r  at the end of the inviscid region 
due tc  a niiyxatch either in the radilx of the inviscid region or in the thickness 
of the wall layer. Even though an effective change in ambient temperature 
conditions affects the temperature decay rste dramatically. it only affects the 
total pressure decay slightly as indicated by the  figures. 
demonstrates the effect of the recirculation model as d function of jet spacing. 
the dscay of the innermost streamline ( + = O )  is  plotted as a functim of jet spacing. 
A s  the spacing increases. the  wall-jet temperature decays more rapidly and, as 
S . ' a + - .  the decay rate of thz k&-reracting wall jet approaches the isolated or single 
jet impingement behavior. The recirculation effect on the wall-jet feeds into the 
upwash as an alteration of the initial upwash temperature as well as changing the 
upwash decay rate. Figure 66 shows the improved correlation in rhe upwash 
temperature decay w i t h  the implementation of the recirculation model in comparison 
with Figure 62. Obviously. more detailed correlation is reqlrired ieallp to be able 
to quantify this effect. It is also espected that the presence of L: confining phte  
or vehicle will  significantly alter or enhance the recirculation effects. 
Figme 65  more clearly 
H D - 3.0 
GAC Test data I+ - 0') 
21 NTR - 1.24 Single let 
NPfi - 1.272 Irnpinqemnt t 
- Cornputad - oO) 




0 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 
r'rN 
ae. 1 -1612.056(1  l2)o 
F i p v  65 - Heated-wall jet decay characteristics ( Q = Oo) vs. jet spccing. 
1.0'; 
NPR = 1.272 
H/D = 3.0. s!D = 3. 
GAC T a t  data (q 00) 
<> NTR - 1.24 a Y T R - 1 . 5 8  
0.2 i \  
t 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
_ _  
ZID 
R I  1-1622-056(2.’2)0 
Figure 66 - Correleation of heated upwasn decay characteristics ( Cp = O c )  
with recirculation model. 
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7 - CONCLUSIONS 
For the configuration considered in this investigation. small-scale models 
can be used to predict full-scale induced forces. 
and jet temperature and pressure did not affect the nondimensionalized induced 
lift. The induced lift in-ground-effect was found to be higher for the uniform 
circular jets than for the simulated fan jets. 
scale effects were found, 
llodifications to an existing wall-jet transition model adequately predict 
the trends with height above ground of upwash temperatures and pressures. 
The eddition of a recirculation model is necessary to predict upwash temper- 
atures in the presence of an aircraft. 
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APPENDIX 
COMPUTER PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 
PROCRAJI NAhlE : GRUNHOT 2 
PURPOSE: VTOL TWO-JET IRIPINGERIENT INTEL.\CTIOF PROBLEM 
This program is designed to estimate the dynamic and thermal flow 
characteristics associated with two vertically-impinging and equal-strength hot 
jets. This program is spedfically oriented towards the problem of closely- 
spaced jet interaction, where the deflection regions interact untii eventually jet 
coalescence occurs. 
Aside from the basic flow characteristics, the program assumes the 
symmetrical placement of a slender fuselage in the upwash flow. The upwash 
lift force is then computed for a cylindrical fuselage of constant cross-sectional 
shape. The body parameters, in t e r m  of width and depth, do not vary 
longitudinally. The program estimates the force on the basis of a rectangular 
and a circular cross section. Two planes of symmetry are assumed and all out- 
put applies to one quadrant of the flow field (ie. equal jets and nozzles located 
at the midpoint of the fuselage). Jet entrainment effects may be significant but 
are neglected in this program. Hence, the force is only that due to upwash 
impingement. Some residual pmgrarnming exists in the code for a parabolic 
body of revolution. These cards have been commented out but may be used if  
desired. 
INPUT DESCRIPTION 
Note: All input parameters are in terms of nozzle diameters. 





Code Names Format 
SPR, NTR 
Definition 
Nozzle pressure ratio 
_ _ .  - -  
2F10.5 
STR Nozzle temperature ratio 
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H D ,  SI), ZPLD, DZPL, ZFINAL 
- 
Definition - 




- Note: The program w i l l  compute one o r  several positions of the fuselage 




Initial fuselage height above ground 
Increment in fuselage h Z  above gound  





















ZCON determines position of fuselage underside relative to its ZPLD 
location. Bcttom of fuselage will  be located at ZPLD-ZCON at first 
computed location. The upwash sheet properties are also computed at 





I 1  
IPBAR Integer controlling the output of ground pressure 
pattern: IPBAR = 0 ,  no pressure pattern output 
IPBAR = 1, pressure pattern output is desired 






N U  Number of pressure values to be input for cornputa- 
tion a€ ground isobar pattern NU < 25 






PU Nondimensional pressure for isobar pattern 
0.0 - < PU < 1.0 
Tigure 67 shows a typical input set .  
1.007 2.00 
4.90 3,000 2.00 1.00 4,OO 






0 b J  
.50 
$ 4  
Format 
I 2  
Format 
F10.5 
Figure 67 Typical program input 
PRINTED OUTPUT DESCRIPTION 
Figure 68 shows a typical computer printout. Most of the geometrical 
output quantities are nondimensionalized by the nozzle radius. All velocities 
and pressure are initially nondimensionalfzed by the nozzle exit velocity and 
stagnation pressure. All  pressures are relative to ambient conditions. 
Note: RN and D refer to nozzle exit radius and diameter. VN refers to nozzle 
exit velocity. 
Imut  Parameters 
The first set of output echoes the input parameters. 
Output Titles Definitions 
NPR Nozzle pressure ratio 
NTR Nozzle temperature ratio 
Mach No. Mach number computed from NPR and NTR 
TN 
H /D 
Nozzle temperature ratio ( N T R )  relative to ambient 
or TN /TA 
Nozzle height above ground 
S /D 
2 /D Initial fuselage height 
Nozzle spacing, distance between jet centerlines 
DZ /D 
ZFINAL /D 
L / D  
WfD 
Increment in fuselage position 
Final location of fuselage 
Body Length 
Body Width 
ZB /D Location of underside of body relative to specified 
fuselage location 
- Note: i f  ZB = 0, underside location is coincident with specified fuselage 
position. 
Jet Decay Region 




Z I R N  
Jet p u n d  effect height relative to ground plane 
Length of potential core 
Length of potential core and transition regions 
Jet axial location measured from nozzle exit 
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*I* l N W l  PARAMETERS $*1 
NPR= 1.0070 MTR- 2.0000 
H/D- 4.00000 S/D= 3.00000 ZIP= 2,00000 
Z/D= 2.00000 DZ/D* 1.00000 Z F I N A ; / D =  4.00000 
mncH NO.- o.iooo T w i n =  2.0000 
BODY LENOTH L/D. 1.00000 Y I D T H  U l D -  1.00000 DEPTH 2 B / D l  0 . 0  
I 8 8 t t t  JET DECAY REOION * * * B I  
JET DEFLECTlON HEIOHT DELO/D = 1.11340 
ZPC/RN- 4.ei6v3 ZFDIRN- 12.70302 
t /RH RJHlRN RJIRN ALPV UJIVW RCIRN LLPT RJHT/RH 7WTN TM1TL OTM/OTH RJMO/RM- OJIOW 
0.0 1.0000 1.0000 0.0 1.0000 1.0400 1.sooo 1.3390 1.0000 2.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
1.7016 1.0181 1.0673 6.0144 1.0000 0.8009 4.0144 1.0101 1.0000 2.0000 1.0000 1.0047 1.0000 
3.4033 1.0363 1.136s 6.3209 1.0000 O e S 6 1 1  6.3209 1.0363 1.OJOO 2.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
s.1041 1.0544 1.208s 6 . ~ 7 ~ 1  1.0000 0.303s ) . S ~ I  1.0~44 i.oooo 2.0000 i.oooc i.oi20 1.oooo 
6 .@066  1.0726 1.2850 6.7837 1.0000 0.0011 6.7837 1.0726 ~ . O O o o  2.0000 1.6000 1.0130 1.0000 
* a 1 1 8  JET DEFLECTION REDIOw 88*81  
ROH/RN- 1 . 0 7 ~ 7  RQ/RN= 1.2~~01 ROIRN- s.86124 VO/UN= i.ooooo 
STAONATION PRESSUREO DPS/DPTJ- 1.00000 ORDUND M A X .  TEMP.* T O l / T A *  2.00000 
STABNATION MACH NUMBER OF JET- o.ioooo 
d P 0 -  1. SO462 






0 * 60000 
0.7SOOO 





1 * 61000 
I * 10000 
1 . vsooo 
2 * 10000 
2 9 2sooo 
2.40000 
2.  SSOOO 
t . ,0000 



















0 e 01s:o 












R ,; RN 










1 .60 I8S  
! .76173 






2 * 8VSQ2 
3.056@1 
1.2176V 
3 * 371so 
























0 .00023  
0 * 00001 
5 .00000  
0.5~~832 
0 .  otstn 
8 1 1 1 1  YALL JET REOION 1 8 1 8 1  
S T A Q N A l 1 O N  POINT BOUNDARY LAYER THICKWESSP DELS/RN= 0 .03735  
P M I / P A - -  1.00373 (PTTOT/FA-~.)- 0.007oo (ioi/in-i.)= i . o ~ . o o o  
r t u i i 4 -  2.00000 VMI /VN= 0.18210 
UELOClTY A T  SThRT OF TURBULENT YALL J E T #  UM/UO- 0 .60210 
S T A R T  OF U4LL JET RLOlONr ALFYOm 0.60409 BYOH/RN= 0 . 3 4 S 0 7  BYO/RN= 1.38600 
R e  1-16 22.0630 ( 19 snrstsi 
Figure  68 Typical program pr in tout .  
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ISOLITEB Y&LL JET PRClFERlIES 
R/RN 
0 . 0  
0 2SOO 
0 6 so00 
0 .  ?SO0 
1 .oooo 
I .  2sco 











4. , 5 5 5  
4 * SOOO 
4. IS00 
s * 0000 
s a 2500 
s * so00 
s * ?SO0 
6.0000 
un/va 
0 . 0  





3 .7622  
0 .7764  


















0 . 0  1 




0 . 7 6 2 2  
0.7764 
















o . x s e  















o . 3 ~  










0 .  s e w  
z ,3068 






I .  4680 
1.3087 
1.1916 




0.  .SIBS 
n. B a s  
0.0e60 
0 .  9306 
0.9912 
I .0430 









0 .0374  
0,0370 
0 . 0 3 h 6  
0.03b2 
0.03SY 












0 * 0700 





I * 0000 
I * 0000 















































I .  0000 
I .  0000 
1 a OOQO 
I .  0000 
0.9610 
0 . 9 3 5 7  
0 . 9 0 9 A  
0 .  8036 
0.1581 
0 . ~ 1 1 4 4  














I W I W W  TYO-JET INTERICTION PROBLEM * * * I 1  
W W I  RECIRCULATION EFFECT ON YALL JETS I W I  
P H l -  0 .0  DEGS. 
TNEFF. 1 , 0 0 0 0 0  TICFF-  1.42834 
R un/uw 





0 6 62SOO 
0 * ?SO00 
0 .07500  
I .  00000 
1.12300 
1 * 25000 
I .  I T S 0 0  
I * soooo 
I . *2300 
I .  7S000 
I '  I .e7300 
1 . 1 2 5 0 0  
2 * ?SO00 
3.37SOO 
2 .  '50000 
I.A?300 
? . 7 3 0 0 0  
2 .17500  
3 . 0 0 0 0 0  
2 ,  ooorbo 
0 . 0  
0 . 1 4 9 9 3  






0 I 72707 
0 .  7so9m 
0.7671s 




0 . ~ 4 ~ 4 0  
o a 78859 
0.704~0 
0 . i 7 0 1 7  
0.77036 
0 e 76000 
0 .  74a29 
0.7213S 
0 , 7 0 6 7 )  
0 . 7 3 ~ ~ ~  
Figure 68 
1 * 00000 
1.00000 
I .  00000 
1 *00000 
1.00000 
I * 00000 
1.00000 
I .  00000 
I .ooooo 
0 s W760 
0 .  w 1 o s  
O.VSS17 
0.97962 
O e V 7 3 1 2  
0.96441 
0 .  VSbS6 
O . V S 2 h S  
0.94S74 
0.93213 
0 a v x s 3  
0 . 9 1 9 1 1  
0 , 9 1 2 9 4  
0 .  90701 
O.VOl33 
o.93nee 
Con t in  ue t l  
2 . 0 0 0 0 0  
2.00000 
2 *00000 
1 .00000  
1 * 00000 
2.00000 
2 .  OOObO 
~ . 0 0 0 0 0  
2 *00000 
1 .99s20 
1 I 9 1 3 6 9  
1.97175 









I .  eie:': 
I .  e x n v  
1 . ~ 1 4 0 2  
I I eo266 
1 . 0 0 0 0  
2 .0000  
2 .0000  
2 .oooo 



















1.  see9 
1. m e  
DPM/DPN 
1 .ooooo 
I * 00000 
1 .ooooo 
1 * 00000 
1.00000 
1 .ooooo 
I * 00000 
I .ooooo 
1 a 00000 
0.99SL9 
0. W 0 7 7  











O , S 9 0 2 3  
0.36423 
0.9053e 
















0 I 5d24 
0.6148 
0.6471 



















0 . S 2 3 9  





0 I 3 7 1 7  




0.  m e  
D T M I P T N  
I *00000 
1 * 00000 
I * 00000 
I .ooooo 
1 * 00000 
1 * 00000 
I .  00000 
I * 00000 
I * 00000 
0 8 99s20 
0.90369 
0.9117S 
0 .  9s935 
0 . 9 4 6 2 3  
0.932ei 
0.9LV13 
0 .90S30  
0 . 8 9 1  47 
0.07776 
0 . ~ 4 2 5  
0 .  est04 
0 .  e2509 
o.e0:66 







0 . 3 3 0 3 3  
0.70711 
0 08380 
1 . 06046 
1 .23744 
1.41421 



















0.  sooo: 
0.7SOOO 




2 * 00000 





3 .  SO000 
3 * 75000 
4 00000 
4 * 2sooo 
4 .  50000 
4,7SOOO 
3 * 00000 
s :so00 
5 * soooo 
s * ?SO00 
6 00000 
P H I -  45.0000 DEBc 
TNEFF= 2.00000 TAEFF* 1.36SJl 
V W V N  T M / T M  
0 . 0  1. 00000 
0.19441 I I ooono 
0.32341 1~00000 
0 .43124  1 e 00000 
0.S2460 I .ooooo 
0.60428 1. 00000 







0 . 7 7 3 0 9  0.92844 
0.7ZP20 0.91/80 
0.74215 0.9077S 
0.72284 0 89813 
0.70210 0.88939 
0 e 60060 0 a 00066 
o,rsv27 o . e ? m  
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Om SPSl2 0.85142 
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PHI. ev.vvvv FEGS. 
T N L F F =  2.00000 TAEFF. 
un/u* f M / T M  
0 . 0  I .00000 
0.2S116 1 100000 
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0 .  S4S48 I .00000 
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Figure 68 
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2 * 00000 
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1.21417 
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2.00000 
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3.75000 




s * 00000 
s.25000 
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TNEFF. 2.0000C ThEIF= 
vwun 
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0 .  76272 
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0 .  see13 
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0 ,  74993 
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0 .  9855s 
0 .  eo154 




























1 4 3 4 3 3  
1.40095 
1 - 3ObSl 
t . m 3 1  
1.41681 
R 
0 . 0  
0.23000 
0 .  soooo 
0 .75000  
I * 00000 





2 e 50000 
2.75000 
3.00000 







S . 0 0 0 0 0  
5.23000 
5 .  soooo 
a.73000 
6 . 0 0 0 0 0  
PMI=179.9999 DECS. 

















0 .50710  
0.72583 




0 , 3 8 V 1 4  
0.36734 
0 . 3 4 7 7 4  
0.33000 
T M I T N  
I * 00000 
1 .ooooo 
I * 00000 







0 .  85863 
0.e1s22 
o .e1 n e  
0,77447 
0 I 777?5 
0.76196 







0 * 70602 
0.68636 
TH/t r ;  
2 ~ 0 0 0 0 0  
2 0 00000 
2.00000 
2.00000 









1 . m 9 2  
1.49073 





1 . 3 ? 4 S 1  
1 ,96874 
1 .  sea93 
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: . Jsses 
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1 .ooooo 
I , 00000  














































0 . 1 9 9 0 7  
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0.1~04: 
DTH/DTN 
I * 00000 
1.00000 
I * 00000 
1.00000 
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0 . 9 3 8 3 3  
0. t.5501 
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1 .ooooo 
I a 00000 
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Figure 68 - Continuad 
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XU/PN 
0 . 0  
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Definitions -Output Titles - 
R J H  /RN 
RJ /RN 
ALPV 









Half-velocity reidus of jet measured from jet center- 
line 
Half width of jet 
Exponent of velocity profile 
Centerline velocity 
Potential core radius 
Exponent of temperature profile 
Hal f  temperature radius 
Center lirie temperature nowdimenrsionalized by nozzle 
temperature 
Centerline temperature noiidimensionali ?ed by Rmbien t 
temperature 
(TN-TA) i (  TN-TA) 
Half dynamic pressure radius 
Centerline dynanic pressure 
Kote: RN , VN , TN , and QK denote nozzle radius. velocity, 
temperature. and dynamic pressure. TA denotes ambient 
temperature. 
Jet Deflection Region 
Single jet im2ingement characteristics sue printed. 
Out put Titles Definitions 
RGH IRN 







Half-velocity radius of jet at ground-effect height 
Jet hd f  width at ground-effect height 
3eCection zone or 2ressure recovery radius 
Square mot of jet ground stagnation pressure 
Jet ground s tepat ion pressure nondirnensionslized by 
nozzle stagnation pressure 
Stagnation tenperature of incident jet at ground-effect 
height. 
Exponent of ground pressure distribution 
Ra&al location in deflection region relative to ground 
stagnation point. h’onriimensionalized by ground-effect 




Ground press'ure nondjmensionalized by ground 
stagnation pressure 
Radial location in deflection region nondirnensionalized 
by nozzle radius 
Grcund pressure nondimensionalized by nozzle 
stagnstion pressure 
W a l l  Jet Region 















VM / V N  










Boundary layer thickness at stagnation paint 
Inviscid maximum veiocity at jet half width (RGH) rvdial 
location or start of transition to turbulent wa l l  jet 
Exponent of velocity profile at start of wall jet 
Half velocity thickness at start of wal l  jet 
Initial thickness of wall lsyer 
Initial static pressure in wall layer 
Initial temperature of wa l l  layer 
Initial total pressure of wall layer 
Initial total temperature of wall !ayer 
Radial location in wall jet rnessured from ground 
stagnation point 
Maximum v e l d t y  in wa l l  layer nondimensionalized by 
square root of ground stagnation pressure 
Maximum velocity in wall layer referenced to nozzle 
exit velocity. 
Half velocity thickness of wa l l  layer 
Thickness of wall  layer 
Boundary layer thickness 
Maximum stagnation pressure in wall layer 
Ratio of boundary Layer to total wall layer thickiiess 
Maximum temperature in wall layer profile 
Half temperature thickness of wall layer 
(T%l-T .A) ,  ( T N - T . 4 )  
TWO- JET IMPIN CEMENT JN TERAC T ION OUTPUT 
Rer'vculation Effec t  on Wall Jets 
- Note: This set of output recomputes the wall jet properties accocnting 












Azimuthal angle in jet-centered ground polar coordinate 
systeq 
Effective nozzle and ambient temperature ratios with 
=.ecirculation effects taken into account. 
Radial location in wal! jet, measured from ground 
stagnation point 
Maximum velocity irr w a l l  layer 
M a h u m  temperature in wall layer 
(PM-PA)!(PN-PA) or (PM-1.) /{XPR-l.) 
(TM-TA)/(TN-TA) or (TM-l.)/(NTR-l.j 
h!aximum Ground Pressures alonn UDwash Ground Stamation Line 
Output Titles Defini tior. s 
XW/RN I Coordinate d0r.g stagmitior: iine measured f r o m  upwash 
stagnation point SWiS \ 
DPMAX /DPJ Stagnation line pressure nondirnensiorAized by nozzle 
stagnation pressure ( PhlAX -PA ) / i PN -PA ) 
Stagnation h e  pressure nondimensionalized by upwash 
stagnaticn point pressure 
Stagnation line temperacure nondimensionalized by nozzle 
s tqpat ion te:npe:ature 




upwash stagnation point temperature 
Upwash Momentum Function 
Output Titles Definitions -
RG /RN Hadius of jet a t  ground effect height 
ACON Constant in momentum function 
135  
XMOMZ Total vertical momentum in upwash sheet non-diinen- 
sionalized by the optimum valiie of MJ/Zn 
Coalescence angle used in upwash momentum model 
If PHIO = 0 jets are not coalesced 
If PHIO 0 jets have begun to coalesce 
PH IO 
Note: Depending on the vdxe of PHIO (i.e. zero or non-zero) the constant 
ACON applies to the appropriate upwash aomentum model. 
cu Nordimensional upwash defiection region width constant 
Note: There are two possible outputs that can occur at this point. If the 
jsts are spaced far enough apart the comment: 
JET AND UPWASH DEFLECTION REGIONS DO NOT 
INTERACT, CU ESTIMATE IS CORRECT 
In this case the value of CU is correct and the jet impingement and 
upwash deflection regions ai-e independent. The perturbation 
parameters are then defined as: 
EPS = 0.0 
SIG = 1.0 
PHIUO = 0.0 
PHIO = 0.0 
PMIN = 0.0 along upwash line 
ALPL'G = 1.50 
If the nozzle spadig  and height above ground are such that the deflec- 
tion regions interact, the subroutine lNTERG will be culled and 
*+*CALL INTERG**+ 
w i l l  be displayed. The following output Will be printed. 
Note : The pound pressure distributions are computed without temperature 
effects. 
Output Titles Definitions 
Iteration cycle Number of iterations required to find solution using 
Newton's method 
13ti 
EPS or EPI Perturbation parameter for jet impingeawt presswe 
distribution 
Perturbation parameter for upwash deflection region 
pressure distribution 
Upwash width estimate prior to iterative solution 
Angles defining the intersectior. of jet and upwash 
SIGMA or SIC 
CL' or CUI 
PHIC'O 
PH IO deflection regions 
- Note: The following values apply along the line connecting the jet stog- 
nation points on the ground (i.e. x = 0).  
DELPWO Pressure a t  upwash stagnation point nondimensionalized 
by nozzle stognetion p e s s u r e  
hlinimurr! pressure between jet and upwash deflection 
regions nondimensionalized by nozzle stagnation 
pressure 
Exponent of upwesh ground pressure distribution 
function 
Final value of upwash thickness constant 
PMIN 
ALPUG 
( C U I  x 
(SIGMA 1 
Note: If IPBAR = 0 ,  the following output wi l l  occur. 
Computation of Two-Jet Ground Isobar Pattern 
Output Titles Definitions 
PBAR Input values of pressure, nondimensionalized by nozzle 
stagnation pressures, will be echoed. 
- Note: The Eollowing will be re2eated NU times. 
Output Titles Definitions 
IJET 
IL' 
Kumber of points on jet impingement region isobar 
Number of points on upwash deflection region isobar 
If IJET = 0 or  IU = 0 ,  the specified va!ue of PBAR was not found 
ir. grocnd pressure distribution. 
Note: The following coordinates are referenced to the jet stagnation poiilt 
on the ground. 
Output Titles Definitions -- 
X coordinate of jet isobar 





X aardinate upwash region isobar 
Y coordinate of upwash region isobar 
The final set of output in this section is the upwash deflection zone 
Une. If the deflection zorm do 301 interact, ambient cmnditions exist 
along this line. 
X U P  
Y UP 
X coordinate of lipwash line 
Y coordinate of upwasn line 
COMPUTATION OF UPWASH FLOW FIELD 
Upwash - Streamline Properties 
- Note: Two streamfines are printed 










Azimuthal angle of upwash streamline referenced to jet 
p u n d  coordinate system 
Inviscid turning region maximum velocity 
Inviscid turning region maximum temperature 
Maximum pressure on upwash stagnation line on the 
gro-ind where upwash streamline orginated 
X a l f  velocity width of incident we l l  jet streamline 
Upwash turning region height above ground 
Initial upwash width 
Initial upwash half velocity width 
Upwash Streamline Decay Properties -





B U H / R N  
B U / R N  
DPW /DPJ 
Upwash Streamline coordinate (ZS) 
Upwash maximum or centerline velocity 
Upwash maximum or centerbe  temperature 
Half velocity width 
tidf width of upwash 
Upwash maximum or centerline total pre3suw non- 
dimensionali?ed by nozzle stagnation pressure O r  
138 
Upwash Properties Computed At Z Loccltion of Underside of Eody 
If ZB = 0 ,  the output will yield the upwash properties at 2 = constant 











TM l T h  
DTSM lDTN 
PB S /PN 
IJD wash Lift Force 
befini tions -- 
Upwash coordinate measured frm ground plane 
Radial coordinate f r o m  jet ground stagnation point to 
upwash stagriation line 
Azimuthal location of upwash streamline referenced to 
jet coordinate system 
X coordinate in upwash sheet or X coordinate on 
fuselage 
ivlaldmum or centerline upwash velocity 
Maximum or centerline apwash total pressure 
nondimensionalized by nozzle stagnation pressure 
( pp,j (J-'A / ( ppJ-pA) 
Half-velocity width of upwash 
Upwash total pressme nondimensionalized by total 
pressure on streamline originating f r o m  upwash stag- 
nation point (X = 0,  Y = 0) 
Upwash total pressure nondimensionalized by jet 
ground stagnation pressure 
irlaxin?um or centerline upwash ternyexature 
(TM-TA) /(TN-Th) 
Stagnatim pressure on underside of fuselage placed 
in upwash sneet 
Two values are printed: 
FLAT BOTTOM VEHICLE WITH SHARP CORNERS 
BODY WITH CIRCULAR CROSS SECTION 
0 utput Title Definition 
LU l 2TJ Upwash Lift force noficiiinensionalized by the total 
thrust of the two jets 
COMPUTER PROGRAM LISTING 
Figure 69 sliows a Fortran !isting of the  computer program 
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C 8 8 ~ t 8 8 8 1 ~ 8 t t B ~ ~ ~ l ~ l 8 8 8 8 ~ ~ 8 8 8 ~ ~ ~ 4 ~ 8 ~ ~ 4 8 8 ~ : 1 ~ 8 ~ 8 8 ~ ~ 8 ~ 8 8 8 ~ 8 8 ~ 8 8 8 ~ ~ 8 8 8 8 ~ ~ t 8 ~ E T O O O l O  
C JE :OOO?O 
C UTOL TYO-JET Inf'IMGEnENT INTEkAClION COHFUTEK Fk0GR;QH JET00030 
C FOR CLOSELY SFkCEb JETS JET00040 
C BY H.J.SiCLAP1 JET00050 
C 516 575-2207 JETOOObO 
C GRUIIHAW AEROSPACE CORPOLATION JET00070 
C BETHPAGEtNEU YJRb 11714 JET00080 
C JET00090 
C 8 8 ~ t ~ ~ 8 8 t ~ 8 l t 8 ~ 8 ~ 8 8 8 8 # 8 8 8 ~ 8 ~ : 8 8 8 8 ~ ~ ~ 8 8 ~ 8 ~ 8 8 ~ 8 ~ 8 8 8 ~ 8 8 1 ~ ~ 4 1 8 ~ 8 8 8 ~ 8 8 8 ~ 8 ~ ~ 8 J € T 0 0 1 0 0  
C JET00110 
C PROGRAM GRUHHOT? JET00 120 
C JE TOO 130 
REAL ~ D E L f D i ~ D E L O i N F D i N O ~ M ~ ~ ~ E L  J E I  00 I 40 
REAL HACH#NPRiNTP JET00150 
C O ~ ~ O W / Y A L L / D € L S ~ N O ~ L B E L O I A L F G , A L P U O I A L P ~ f D ~ & O ~ L G H ~ U G ~ P U H ~  JET001 60 
COllHOM/YkLLT/ T L A H l , U E L P S , I l E L T S B ~ Y S ~ A ~  JET00170 
COll~ON/N32ZLE/NfRiNTR,rWIGAH,)(dCHIACHS~TAEFf~TNEFF JET001 80 
COHhON/ J€T/SDiRGU JET001 90 
CDHHON/HElGHT/ HD, I P W k  JET00200 
f E T A U L ~ E T A ~ A ~ ~ E T L - ~ 4 . / ~ A t l ~ ~ ~ 8 E T A 8 l ~ A t l ~ ~ t ~ 6 . / ~ ? . ~ A t ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ T A 8 $ ~ ? ~ ~ J E T O O ? ~ O  
I A t l . ~ - ~ 4 . / ~ 3 . 8 A t 1 . ~ ~ 8 E T f i 8 & ~ 3 . ~ ~ t l . ~ ~ ~ l . / ~ 4 ~ ~ A t l ~ l ~ ~ E T ~ ~ # ~ 4 . ~ ~ t ~ . ~  JET00220 
C JET00220 
C BODY SHAPE FUHCTIONS fOk FORCE FREI~ICTION .IET03140 
C Y?.,.HLLf-YIbTH In NOZZLE R A D I I  JET00250 
- I € T O ( , ? t O  C ZPOCY...HALF UEYTH I N  hOZZLE &AI111 
JET00270 C CZDXb..,AXIAL SLOPES 
C TH'iOSE...WDSE ANGLE OF YARAHOLlC BODY JET00280 
JET00290 C 
JET00300 C 
C PARAWOLIC bOBY YITH CEtSTANT CROSS SECTIOYAL SHAPE Jt TOO310 
C JET00320 
C Y 2 ( X b ) ; . S : T B H ( T H H n S L ) ~ ( X L ~ a t ~ - ~ ~ 8 8 ~ ~ / ~ L ~  JET0033@ 
JL TOO340 C 
L DZliYb( Xb 1 =TAN( THt4OSE ): XL/XL? JET00350 
C JET00360 
C C N I N b R l C A L  b0DY YITH CCNSTkWl CROSS SECTION6L SHAF'C JET00370 
C JET003EO 
Y2'YB)=YCOH JtT i r0390 
ZbOiiY ( X b )  = X O n  JET00400 
UZbX b ( X b I =ISCOW JLT 00 % LO 
C :E 100426 




1 H W O l t ~ 1 4 . 0 3 6 ~ 8 P I ~ I B O .  JET00470 
ZPOLY t Xb)= . S # T A N (  TIIJOSE It (  XC?t#?-X4tk? t /XI.? 
C 
C CIRCULAR CROSS SECTION 
C POINT O f  fLOY SEPhRITION 
C 
PI=3.141S9?6S 
O M - l .  4 
C HlSEP* 13S. 8 P I  I 196. 
READ ( S i l )  NPReNTR 
READ ( S r l )  HD~SD~ZPLDIDICL,ZFIN~L 
REAF ( 5 ~ 1 )  XL7~UCOWi2COW 
Y R l T C  ( 6 , 2 1 1  
MLCW~00R1~2.8(WPR-l.I/~fiHl 
fN*NlR  
YRllE 16,171 YPRtNTR 
Y E l T E  ( 6 0 7 7 )  MI.CHv1W 
M I T E  ( 6 ~ 9 1  r i P r S D * Z f L D  
YRI TE C 6 , 9 9 7  I Z X D I  bZCL 9 LFVHAL 
1 F O R M 1  ( 5 F I O . S )  
21 FOkMhT ( ' 1 ' * / / / 3 0 X e ' & 8 8  ! W U T  PARMETERS 888'//) 
17 FOLMfiT I 7 0 X i ' N P H ~ ' ~ f B . 4 . ~ X , ' H T R . ' , f B . 4 )  
27 F o w m i  (:ox.'n&cn W J . = ' , F L O . ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ T W / ~ ~ = ' ~ F I O . ~ )  
9 F O R M l T  ~ ? O ' ~ ' H / O ~ ' * F I O . S r ~ ~ ~ ' S / D ~ ' ~ ~ l ~ ~ S ~ Z X ~ ' ? / D ~ ' ~ F l O ~ S ~  
R81-1622-0640(30 S h n t s )  



























N l ? C * S  
DNFC*#JPC-I 
IF (2EHD.GE.ZPC) DZPC-ZPC/DNPC 
I F  ( Z E N D . L T . Z F C >  P Z F C - Z E N D / D N F C  
z = o .  
DO IO0 I 1.NJFC 
I F  (1.EO.l' GO T O  IO:! 






c u 2 i . s  
RJPC.1. 
1 1 1 ~ 1 .  
DELF M N =  I 
TMb=T,l 
DELT)rN=I.O 
k C = l .  
RJHO.1. 
GO TO PO4 
103 E T A C = l  - Z / Z F C  
c REGICN ~...POTENTI~L CORE REGION OF J E T . .  
L O ?  VJ=l .  
R J H = A I * Z t l .  
CALL JETFCT l T N ~ E T * C i f i J H ~ I L F V C ~ T L ~ M ~ C U ~ , C T ~ ~ V , R T )  
TCAHPC-TI 
F J=qJH/lr .  
RJH'=TLAM?RJH 
TP.1. 
T m P - l f l  
PE! T R N - 1 .  
DELPflN- I  # 
Figure 69 - Contiiiued 















m o o e s o  

















JETO I030  
JETO 1040 
JETOICSO 
JE TO 1060 
JET01070 
% ~ ' U J / U H ' ~ 4 X J E T 0 1 0 8 0  
T A ' r 4 X v ' D T ~ / D T N ' J E f O 1 0 9 O  













JE T O  1250  
JET01260 
J E T O l  1 7 0  
JET01280 







X T O l T 6 0  
JET01 370 
JET01380 
JE T O  I 3 90 
JETO 1400 
JETO 1 4  10 
JET 0 I4 20 
JETOl 430 
JET01 4 4 0  
JET 0 1 4S0 

















JET01 6 10 
JE T O 1  610 




Jf T O 1  670 
J E T O l b l O  
JET01690 
JET01 700 
















DO TO 202 JET01870 
201 AL?U=ALPUfD JET01880 
ALPT=ALPTFD JET01890 
R JHw A 3  O Z +  13 JET01900 
JETO 19LO TLAMaTLANFD 
JETO 1920 
JET01930 RJ*RJH/RU 
JETO 1940 RJHI=TLAHORJH 
T)lB=TMtlN JETO19SO 
IF (ADB(TN- l . ) .LT. l .E-S)  DELTMN-1.0 JET01960 
I F  (ABS(TH- l . ) .OT. l .E-S)  DELTMN=:TMB- l . l /~TN- l . '  JETO 1970 
DELPHN=UJIUJ/TM JET01980 
CALL OHACF (TMbrO. , A C P V I T L ~ M , R O )  JET01 909 
R JHO*ROOR J JET02000 
JET02010 T t - T M  
V o " J  J JET02020 
T M S T A O - T M B t U J I U J t ( W f R - I W )  JET01030 
ETST~O~(TMSIAG-I.l/(NTfi-l.J )ET02040 
JETO2OSO YRITE ( 6 9 1 1 )  Z ~ R J M r F r J ~ ~ L P U ~ V J ~ R C ~ ~ L ~ l ~ ~ J H l ~ T M ~ ~ ~ ~ , ~ E L T M N ~ R J H O  
1 vDELPHr4 JET02060 
Z.ZtD2 JET01070 
200 CONTINUE JETO2OB0 
C JET01096 
C JET DEFLECTION REGION JET02100 
C JET IHPINGEMENT PRESSLIKES .JET02110 
C JE 1021 20 
9 9 1  ~ o c 0 ~ = - . 0 1 2 ~ 2 6  JET01130 
bOCON-.1354248 JET02140 
COCON=? .8  JETO31SO 
I F  ( H P . G T . 3 . )  A0.3.6 JET02160 
JET01170 
IF LHF.LE.I.I ~ o = ~ . P ~ A o s L H I ( M D - ~ . ~ )  J~T021(10 
YRITE ( 6 ~ 7 9 )  JET02 190 
79 FORMAT ( / / / 3 O X t ' * S O * O  JET DEfLECTlOH REGION *t*tL'/) JET07200 
80 FORMCT ~ l O X ~ ' ~ O H / R N ~ ' ~ F 1 0 . S ~ ? ~ ~ ' R G / R N ~ ' ~ f : 0 . f ~ 2 X ~ ' P O / k N ~ ' ~ f l O . S r ~ X J E T O ~ 2 l O  
! r  ' U Q / U N - '  * F I O . C , / l  JET02120 
C JET03330 
202 CALL V T S O L U ( T N I R J H I A L P V , T L A M ~ U J ~ T M ~ R V , R T )  
nosLHat3.~-?.i)i(3.-1.~1 
Figure 69 -. Continued 
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ORIGINAL PACE $5 
OF P O M  QUALITY 




R O * A O l R G h  
ET&YO=RGH/RO 
IF (2.IHD.LE.ZPC) 00 T O  454 
C 
C DETERHIME STAOMITIOM POINT FRESSUCE 










4S4 U R I T E  (6.80) RGH.ROeEO,VO JE TO2340 
C JETO23SO 





DfLPS=(VO8l? l / lO JET02390 
PSEnR=l.tPELPSl(MPR-L.) JET02400 
JET02410 ACHS.SPRltZ.8IPSPAR-1. )/GA)l) 
TOB=TO*TN JE T O ? 4 Z O  
T G B S ~ T O ~ t ( W ~ R - T W ) * U 5 8 U ~  JET02430 
JET02440 
81 FORMAT (1OXt'StAONAlION PRESSURE, DPS/~PTJ-',FIOIS,2X,:rr'OROUMD RJETO24SO 
112. TEMP,r TOS/TA.'*FlO.S) JET02440 
JE1024:O YRZTF I6rBOl) ACMS 
801 FORMAT (IlOX~'STAOHA1IOM NACH NUHDER OF JET=' -F lO.Y/)  JET024110 
CALL OPREST(ROPVGI TOIALFOPR * C V ? )  JET02490 
Y R I T E  (6982)  ALP0 JE102SOC 
82 FORMAT ( lOXt 'ALPO* ' rF lO.S)  JETO2SlO 
rwon=no-* JE 102S30 
DR=RO/(RIIGM*RGH) JE 102540 
DE T A *  L . I .  t N O M )  JLTOZSSO 
JE TO2560 ETA.0. 
R = O .  JLT021170 
83 FORMAT (3OX,'SIMOLE JET OWOUMD PRESSURCS'//ZSX~'R/R0~'~6~e'DPS/DPTJE~O2S90 
YRITE ( b f e i )  DELPs,iGes 
NG.25 I JET02S20 
~ ~ I T E  (6.85) JEIO~SBO 
lO',EX.'R/RM'r7X,'tFS:DFTJ'/) JL7, 00  
DO 300 I = l i N G  JE T O  2 o ' 
DPTO*(I~-ETAIIALPO)8W4. JET02620 
DPI  J-DS'TO1DCL PS JET02630 
*RH=R*ROH JE T O 2  6 40 
JE TO26SO YRXTE ( 6 . 8 4 )  ReDPTOtkRh*DPTJ 
04 FORMAT (2OX14fTltzlrSX)) JLTO2640 
R - R I D R  JET02670 
ETI=ETAtDETA JET02680 
300 COMTINUE JFTO?69O 















W W * W * ' / / )  JCTO2860 
JET021170 
THICKMLSSr DELS/RM='r JET02880 
JET02890 
JLT029OO 
JET029 t 0 
JET02920 







Figure 69 - Continued 
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E9 FORtlAT ~ I X ~ ' P ~ l ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ' ~ F 1 0 ~ 5 r 3 X I ' ~ P T T O T ~ P A ~ l ~ ~ ~ ' ~ F I O ~ S ~ 2 X ~ ' ~ T O T / T A - J E T O 3 0 0 ~  
' l l t ) * * v F l O ~ 3 )  .'E T O  30 I 0  
Y k l T E  ( 6 . 9 2 ,  1' ." . ' ) H I  JET03010 
92  F O P t l A T  ( 2 X 1 ' T t l l  ~A~',F10.5~3X~'VMI'UN~'sFIO.S) JET03030 
TMl-TMDl/TN 6 1  JET03040 
IALPYO~R,DYOiBYHO,~LAH~) JET03060 
RI1UO.R JETO30'0 
D E L S M = b U O B K I ~ E L O  JET03060 
vM0l=vMl/v0 JET03090 
YRITt ( 4 0 9 1 )  VM01 JET03 100 
P I  FORMAT ( S X I ' V E L O C I T ~  A T  S T A R T  O F  T U R B U L E N T  Y A L L  JET*  V t l / V O * ' ~ F I O ~ S J E T O 3 1 I O  
1 )  JETO3120 
C U R I T E  ( 1 r E 7 )  TLAMFD J E T O I  110 
I 7  f O R t l A T  ( S X , ' T L A R F D = ' , F I O . 5 )  JE70S140 
URITE (1rlS) A L P U O * D U H O ~ B M O  JE1031?0 
6s FORMAT f I O X , ' S T A R T  OF Y k L L  JET REQION, A L F U O ~ ' ~ F l O ~ ~ ~ 2 X ~ ' B U O N / R N ~ ' J E T O 3 1 6 0  
I , F ~ ~ . ~ , ~ X I ' B Y ~ / R N = ' ~ F ~ ~ . J )  JET03170 
C JET03180 
C M A X I M U M  VELOCITY DISTRIPUTIOW IN B E F L E C T I O N  R E O l O M  JF TO3190 


















JE TO33 70 
JET03360 
JET03390 




J E T 5 3 4 4 0  
1ET03450 
JCT03460 
JE T O  3 4 70 

















JE T O  36YO 
JtT03 660 
JET03670 




JET 0 3 7 2 0  
Figure 69 - Continued 
144 
c 
t W L L  JET R E C r  -2LTAIOH EFFECTS 
C 
I R n Y  ~ 5 
A U E C - ! .  
O M E F ~ l T G P S - l ~ ~ I l l R G / S D ~ t l A R E C ~  
I F  1RO.tt.SB) OM'G=TGPS-l. 
O K h Y  -1 f fAY- I  
FFHI - P I / [ I R A Y  
P H I = o .  
U R I T E  16.710) 
PO 7 3 0  I Y = l r I R A Y  
P H I D = P H f l l 8 O . / P I  
Y R I T E  ( 6 1 7 1 1 )  PHID 
I 
710 FORMAT I / / J O X v ' l * *  RECIRCCLATION EFFECT O N  YALL JETS I t t ' l l l )  
711 FORNhT ( , ' 5 0 X v  'PHI= ' * F a .  4, ' ItEOS. ' / )  
743 
i o 1  
7 0 2  
713 
JET 040 4 0  
JET04050 
JE1040&0 
JE T O  4676 
JETo4oeQ 
JET04L90 
JE ?Or 106 
JET0 4 I 10 
J E T 0 4 4 2 0  
JETO413E 




J E T 0 4 1 8 0  
JE T O 4  190 
JET04200 
J '04210 
J C t 0 4 2 2 0  
J E T 0 4 2 3 0  




J E T 0 4 2 8 0  
JET04290 
JE T O  4 3 0 0  
JE TO43 IO 
JET04120 
JE T O  4 330  
JET04340 
A T  043'JO 
J E T 0 4 3 0 0  
JF T O  4 460 
JET043 9 0  
JET04400 
J E T 0 4 4 1 0  
JET04420 
JET04430 
J t T 0 4 4 4 0  
JET04 430 
J E 1 0 4 4 6 0  
JE T O 4  4 7 0  
Figure 65 - Continued 
460 F O R M A T  (//:X,'H;~X;HUH GROUNO FRESSURE A N D  TEhPERIITUFE ALOAG UPUASH-ET0448J 
IGCOJND STAGNC.TION L I N E ' / / )  .&T044?0  
YKITE ( 6 . 4 7 0 )  JET04S00 
6 X !  ' XY/S ' r6Xe ' DPHAX/DF J ' v SX v 'F MAXIF HAXrJ' P S X  e 'DJET04S10 
l T H A X / 3 1 J ' , 3 X r ' T H A X I T N ~ I O ' I )  JE TO 4 S10 
470 F O R k A T  ( 1 4 1  I X V / C N '  
45s 
450 








JE T O  4S BO 
J E T 0 4 5 9 0  
JET04600 
JET046 10 
J t T 0 4 6 Z O  
J E T 0 4 6 3 0  
JhT@4640 




J E T 0 4 6 9 0  
JET04700 





J f 1 0 4 7 4 0  
J E T 0 4 7 7 0  





JE TO 4 E 4 0 
J E T C 4 B Y O  
JET0 4060 





C C 0 i W ' U T A T I O M  OF IIEFLECTION r iEGION I N T E R 6 C 7 I O N  
T ' f T  FOR IWTFGACTiLlN OF D E L ~ ~ E t T l O N  REOIONS 
I f  ~ C U t S D + L O . L E . S D ~  GO T O  222 
ICOWSTAMT~ VERTICAL U P Y ~ S H  SHEET no!tcuiun. AND COALESCEUCE ANOLE'/)JETOIBIO 
Y R l T E  (6~551) R O ~ A C ~ h r X H O H L s f H I O D  JET04830 
551 fORHAT ~ I S X ~ ' R O / R N ~ ' r F L O ~ S ~ ~ X ~ ' A C O N ~ ' ~ ~ l O . S t 3 X , H ~ ~ ' ~ F l O ~ S ~ 2 X ~ ' J E T O 4 ~ 9 O  
l P H ! O ~ D E G S ) ~ ' ~ F l O . S / )  JET04900 
J E T 0 4 9 1 0  
JE TO4920 
JET04930 
J E T 0 4 9 4 0  
JET04950 
JET0494C 
J E T 0 4 9 7 0  
JE T O  4 9 8 0  














2 9  FOKMkT (301~'FHIC=0.3 ALOHG U F Y R S H  ! INF. A L F I G ;  e F 8 . 4 ~ 1 X v '  I M  U F Y J E T 3 S 1 3 0  
IF ( I f  E C t R - M E  . O )  C A L L  G F L O T  ( f i t  F G t  bELF S ~ S b , h O ~ E P S ~ C U ~ S I G ~ P H I U O I P H I 3 J E T O S ~ S O  
I A S P  I IEFLECTIOH REEIZN") JE I OS2 40 
J E T 0 5 2 6  0 I >  
C JET05270 
I: ATOS280 
213 U R I T E  ( 6 r l l l )  JETOS2PO 
LOHFUTATION OF UF'UASH FLOU F I E L D  t I l t J E T O S 3 0 0  
JETOS3lO 
JETOS320 




J E T 0 5 3 7 0  
J E T 0 5 3 9 0  
JfTOS4OO 
J E T 0 5 4  10 
J f T O S 4 2 0  
J E T 0 5 4 3 0  
J E T 0 3 4 4 0  
Jf T OS 4 3 0  
JETOS460  
J E T 0 5 4 7 0  
JETOS4BO 












JET 0% 10 





Figure 69 - Coniinueci 
S U M F C = S U M F C t . : t b X D ~ F A C T l C ~ C Y L I ~ V U N I I ~ ~ ~ ~ C O S ~ P ~ I ~ t T H E T B ~ I I ~ ~ / T M  JETOS99O 
z o u = z o u s I c o s ( P N I B ~  JET06000 
FH1D.F HIBIl@O. / f  I JET06010 
I F  (APS(PHID).LT.l .E-4) DELPM=DELPUJ JET06020 
I f  (DELPM.NE.0.) DELPD=DELPUJ/EELPM JET06030 
I F  (bELPM.EO.O.1 PELY@=DELFUJ JET 0 40 4 0 
DELPUS=FELPUJ/DEL?S JETOIOSO 
JLT06060 PbS=(~VUNlCOS'PMIbtlMETD))~I2)/1~ - Y R I T E  ( 6 1 7 7 )  Z U D R Y ~ P H I D I X D ~ V U N ~ D E L P U J ~ B U ~ . ~ E L P ~ . C E C P U S ~ T M E ~ D T S T A O ~ J E T O ~ O ~ O  
IPDS .JE10b010 
77 FOiMAl  ( l X . l I ( F B . 4 . 1 - ) , F @ . f )  JET06090 
XB=XDtDX@ JET06100 
500 CONTINUE JET06110 
C JET06120 
E F L A T  DOTTOPI L I F T  FORC€ JET061 30 
C JET06140 
XLUT-( l . /PI ) lSUI(F JET04 150 
Y R I T E  (61771)  JET04160 
77m FORMAT ( / / 3 O X * ' F L A I  PbTlOtl  FEHICLE Y I T H  SHARP CORNERS'/) JET06170 
C 
x L u T = ~ I . / P I ~ * s u M f c  
Y R I T E  ( 6 t 7 7 1 )  
YRITE ( 6 ~ 7 7 1 )  R U T  
LF (ZPL*N€.GT.Z.tZFI11AL) 5lOP 
700 C C l i I n u E  
L w 












































































J E T 0 7 2 0  
;ET 0 7 2 30 
JE'07240 






















JET 07 4 70 










SUBROUTINE UTYALL ( R ~ P U H ~ F U I S ~ F M C M ~ D P M ~ T N ~ T L A M ~ P M ~ ~ K P E L ~ M ~ A L ~ V o U M o J E T O 7 ~ 7 0  
IT t l rTNEFFvlAEFf)  JET07SBO 
JET07590 REAL ADELvN 
JET07600 UM.1. 
JET07610 rn-1. 
S T 0 7 6 2 0  D E L M I N * I  .E-5 
REL-.S JET07430 
EO 100 I=lr¶00 JET07640 
I t ! ~ - T M 8 T N  JCT07&SO 
CALL SIMUTU t T N o T M o T L * M r F H ~ o L E E L ~ M , A L P U * C U ~ o C P ~ C T n C U ~ ~ M o C T T M s  JET07660 
IRU) JET07b70 
F ~ R U ~ F H O M 8 F U I S - R 8 D Y ~ 8 ~ ~ . 8 P M B 8 U M 8 U M ~ C U 2 / T M + ~ P M 8 C P ~  JET07690 
S ~ P U 8 F M O M 8 ( T N E f F - T A E f f ~ 8 T M - ~ . 8 P M D 8 ~ N 8 ( T M D - T A E F F ~ 8 ~ 8 D U H 8 C T  S T 0 7 6 9 0  
f U M = - 4 . 8 R I ~ Y H 8 ( P ~ ~ 8 U M 8 C U Z / T R '  JET07700 
f T M ~ ? . 8 R 8 D Y H 8 P N D 8 V I 8 U M O ~ C U ~ / ( T M 8 T M ) - C V Z T N / T I ~  JFT07710 
O W M ~ - ~ . 8 P M ) $ ( T ~ B - T A E F ~ ) 8 R * ~ ~ M ~ C T  JET07720 
G T M = R U 8 F M O H 8 ~ T N E F F - T A E F f ~ - 2 . 8 P ~ B 8 U H 8 R 8 B U H 8 ~ C T 8 ~ N i ~ T M I - T A E F F ~ ~ C T T ~ ~ J € T O 7 7 S O  
~ET=FUM8GTM-GUN8FTil JET07740 
DELWM~tO8FTM-F86TM)/DET JET07750 
DELTM=(Ff 3UR-CIFUM)/DCT JET07760 
VH~UMtREL8DELVN N 1 0 7 7 7 0  
TM=TMtRELtPELTM JET07780 
C I Y R i l E  ( 6 9 7 0 5 )  FIGIUM~TN JET07790 
70s FORBAT ~ I X ~ ' F ~ ' ~ F ~ O ~ S ~ ? X ~ ' C ~ ' ~ F ~ O . S ~ ~ X ~ ' U M ~ ~ ~ F ~ O ~ S ~ ~ X I ' T M ~ ' ~ F ~ O ~ ~ ~ J ~ T O ~ ~ O O  
I F  ( A E S ( F )  ' 'ELMIN.~ND.ARS(G).LT.@ELMIN) 60 TO 101 JET078 10 
100 CONTINUE JET07820 
STOP 1 JET07830 







SUDROUTIYE UPYAST ( R O n R Y A C L . P ~ I , L E N D ~ I U G H o D E L P S ~ P E L P U ¶ o ~ E L T U S *  JE107910 
I W M U W I D E L P U ~ ~ T M ~ T M C ~ D E L T M ~ ~ D T S T * O ~ B ~ M ~ Z O U ~ I U R )  JET07920 
REAL NPS~NTRIHOMU JET07930 
coalcon /JET/  SD.RW JET07940 
C O M ~ O N / N O Z Z ~ E ~ N P R n ~ T R ~ T ~ ~ G A M ~ M ~ C H ~ ~ C H S ~ T A E F F ~ T ~ E ~ F  JET07950 
REAL MACH JET07960 
C JET07970 




ALPUP.1 .s JET08020 
ALPUH=1 . f  JET08030 
ACOM=L.-(RGH/SD)tIZ JET08040 




IF (PHI.OE.PHIO) MOMU~ACOM8SIN(PMI-FMIO)882 JET09090 
JET09100 I F  (PHI .LT.PNI l l )  MOMU*O. 
00 T O  909 JET08110 
907 ~ O M U = A C O W t Z . t ( l . - A C O N ~ ~ S ~ M ( P ~ ~ I ~ $ ~ 2  JETOIl20 
909 COWTINUE N T O D l 3 0  
773 FORMhT ~ I I r ' A C 0 * ~ ' ~ F 1 0 ~ S ~ ? X ~ ' M a M ~ - ' . F 1 0 . S ~  J E f 0 8 l 4 0  
JE T c a I so 
JET 08 169 *LU1= .s 
ALU2.e 8 JET08170 
2 OU=hOUSBYOH JET08180 
C URITE (6o108)  SDIRGYIZOU N T O E  190  
101) FORMAT (1Xo'JET'oSFlO.S) JET09200 
LU=ZOU8COS(PHI) JET082 10 
ALU.. s JCT 00220 
ALPU.l.3 JE TOD230 
CALL s I MU ( ~ L P U ,  RCT C V ~ U )  JET09240 
C YRlTE ( 6 ~ 1 1 1 )  CV2U JET 082 5 0  
JE TO8210 
C JET08270 
C DETERHINE DEPATURE FROM INU!SCID DEFLECTIOW JET08280 
~ 3 . .  30
111  FORMAT ( l X v ' 9 I M U ' * f 1 0 . 5 ~  
Figure 69 - Conriniied 
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ORIGiNAL PAa2E (3 
OF POOR QUALITY 










F E T A G P ~ ~ I . - ~ E l 4 G t I A L P U F ~ S D 4  JET00330 
Y R I T E  1 6 1 1 1 7 ,  ZETAGiFETAOP JE10834O 
FWfHIT l I X ~ ' ~ E ~ A G ~ ' i F l O ~ S i 2 X 1 " E T 4 G P ~ ' ~ F l ~ ~ S ~  JETOB3SO 
JET08360 FETAGH~ll.-ZETA4IIALPUR~Il4 
f ~ O H U ~ R O R U I l I ~ - F E T A O H ~  JET08370 
PRDI=I.t(RFR-l.)tDELPUJBFETAGY JETOBSEO 
DELPYb=lNPR-I.)DDELFYJ J E T O ~ ~ ~ O  
PSD=l. 4DELPYP JETOBIOO 
b E L T t D ~ l R T R - l ~ ) I b E L T Y S  JET0841 0 
URITE 16r107) DELPU#v@ELlSP JET00420 
FORHAT I I k ~ ' D T P ~ ' ~ F l O . S ~ ~ X ~ ' D T T ~ ' ~ f 1 0 ~ S )  JET00430 
JE1084S0 T R B I = l . t D E L T S R  
U R N U I = ~ A C H I / r ( A C H ~ I S O R T l T ~ ~ I / N T ~ ~  JET00460 
TRI=THDI /NTR JETO@470 
I f  (IYR.NE.0) U R l T E  l!vSS) U R N U I i T R R I ~ D E L P Y J ~ ~ E L T U S ~ 8 U ~ H  JET08480 
FORHAT ( lX , ' IHV.VEL.=  ~ F 1 3 . S ~ 3 X i ' T M 1 / 1 A ~ ' ~ F l O ~ S i ~ X i ' D E L F U J ~ ' ~ F l O ~ S J E T O ~ 4 V O  




















I 1  
t 00 
~~ ~ 
TLAHSL= I T L A H F @ - l L A R I i  I I ZOU-#UGH) x T a  
1M-TH1 JET0 
UHUN=URNUI J E l a  
DO 100 I * l r W U P T  JETO 
D U M ~ D U O H N t ~ U S I ~ Z - b Y O M ~ D ~ C O S f P ~ l l * D ~ L U l ~  JETO 
BU*RUH/RAT JETO 
ZETA=Z/ZOU JET@ 
YF 1Z.OE.ZOU) ZETA=l. JETO 
I F  1 Z . O T . Z O U )  TL4H=TLAHFD JETO 
I F  1Z.LE.ZOU) T L A H ~ T L A R I t T L A H S L D I Z - B U G H )  JETO 
F E T A P = ( l . - Z E T A t D A L P U P ) O I 4  JETO 
FETAH~ll.-ZE141DlLPUR)184 JETO 
R A I = R Y A L L t Z  JETO 




P M 8 = l . t ( N P R - l . ) I D P R  
C A L L  VTUPY f R A l i B U H i F H O ~ r D P R r T N ~ T L A H ~ P H D ~ A L P U ~ U H U N ~ T R ~ T N E F F ~ T A E F F ~ J E T 0  
DELPl~J=lPRR-l.)/(NPW-l.)~PRDOVRUNI~'RUN/T~ JETO 
TI i l=Tn8N:R JETO 
D E L l ~ N ~ l T ~ ~ - l ~ l / ~ N T R - 1 . ~  JETO 
-STbO=IMB JET0 
~lST~O~lTRSTAG-I.)/lNTR-l.) JETO 
I F  tlYK.EO.0) DELPUJ=DfLFUJ/DELPS JETO 
I f  I I U R ~ H L ~ ? ) )  YRITE l b r l l )  Z ~ V H U N I T M ~ T R D ~ B U H ~ P U I D L L P U J ~ D E L T H ~  JETO 
FORRAT ' ~ X , ~ ( F ~ O . S V ~ X ) '  JETO 
; *ztnz JETO 





J E T O  
J E l a  
Figure 69  - Continued 






































705 FORMAT ~ 1 X t ’ F ~ ‘ ~ F 1 0 . 5 r ~ X ~ ’ G ~ ’ ~ F l O . 5 ~ l ~ ~ ’ U ~ ~ ’ ~ ~ i O ~ S ~ l X ~ ’ T ~ ~ ’ ~ F l O ~ S ~ J E T O 9 2 2 O  
JETO92JO I F  (ACS~F).LT.PELMlN.AND.IBS~G~.LT.DELHINl GO TO I 0 1  
100 CJNTlNUE JET09240 
STOP .*TO92SO 









C W I N  ROUTINE FOR ;OHPUTINci GROUND PRESSURE D I S T R I B U T I O N  JET09350 
C T H I S  ROUTINE F I N b S  TME SOLUTION FOk THE UPYASH THICKNESS AND JET09360 
C JET IMPINGEMENT PERTURBATION PRRAPLTERl  S1OML I N D  EPS BY JET01370 
JET09380 C MATCWIWG PkESSUPE INTEGRALS 
C JCTOTSOO 
COMMON /!iEIGHT/ H D e I P M R  JET09400 
DIHENS;ON E 0 ~ 2 0 0 ~ ~ C ~ 3 0 0 ~ r F M I U ~ 2 0 0 ) , P H I ~ ~ C O ~ ~ C S ~ ~ ~ O C ~ ~ F U I ~ 4 ~ ~ ~ l I ~ 4 ~ J E T C ~ ~ l O  
C S P J ( E T I . * ) ~ . S S E T A O 0 ? - ( 4 . / ( A 4 ~ . ) ) O E T R ~ O ( I ’  ~ t ~ 3 . / ~ I t 1 . ~ ~ 0 E T A t t ~ ~ . J E T 0 9 4 ? 0  
ltL4?.)-(4./~3.SAt?~~~I€TLOO~3.tA)?.,t( s 4 . 0 A t 2 ,  f)~ElLOO(4.~Ai2.)JLfO9430 
F E T A ( E T A ~ A ) = ( l . - E T A t O A ) O ~ 4  JET09440 
EP(1 ) = . o  JET09450 
JET09440 Y R I T E  ( 4 , 7 7 7 )  
777 CORMAT (///lXv’Ok8 CALL INTERG S O O ’ f / )  JET 39476 





C (  11.1. 
PI=J.I41S926S 
S I G 1 = 1 . 0  
CUI  -CU 
L L U I l  .o 
PARM-.OI 
DO 100 J=l.lOO 
EPI=EP(J) 
S IOI -C(J)  































J t T 5 1 7 8 0  
J E T 0 1 7 1 0  
Figure 69 - Continued 
152 
ORIGINAL FIXE 13 
OF POOR Q U A L I ~  
100 CONTINUE 
STOP 
101 P H I U P * P H I U ( I + l I  
PHIUOD=PHIUOI18O./PI 
Y U O = C U I t S I G I I S D / ~ C O S I P n l U O ~ 8 I A L U ~  
P H I O = A T A W ~ ( S D ~ T A W ( P I I I U O ~ I S ~ - Y U O )  
PHIOD=PHIOI180. /01  
I F  (1FLAG.EO.r)  YRITE ( 6 ~ 1 0 )  E P I o C U I ~ P H I U O D , P H I O D  
10 F O R M 1  ~ I S X ~ ‘ E P I ~ ’ r ~ l O . S t 2 X t ’ C U I ~ ’ ~ F l O ~ S r Z X ~ ’ P H I U O ~  
~ I ~ X ~ ~ P H I O ~ ’ ~ F ~ O . S ~ ’ X I ’ D E G R E E S ‘ )  
C 
C DETERMINE tlOMEMlUH INTEGRAL FOR IMPINGEMENT REOION 
tF1O.S 
WUP 1 s - 9 9  
IF (J .GT.20)  N U P T S = l W  
XPTS*NUPTS-l. 
DPHIU=PHIUO/XPlS 
P H I U ( l ) = O .  
SUMU1 -0. 
00 200 I J = l * N U f T S  
FACX=?.O 
IF (IJ.EO.I~ F n c T = i . o  
IF (IJ.EO.NUPTS) F n c T = i . o  
RY-SD/COS(PHIU( IJ ) )  
CALL YALLJ ( R Y , U M N . ~ U M Z I D U H ~ ~ D U M ~ ~ D E L P Y )  
If (KJ.EO. l .AND. IFLAG.E0.1)  Y R I T E  ( 6 ~ 1 1 1 )  CELPb 
YU=CUIISIGIISD/COS(PHIU(IJ)) 
X U = S D t T A N ( P H I U ( I J I )  
PHI( IJ: ;ATLN~(XUISP-YU) 
R U ~ ( S ! ~ - Y U ) / C O S ( F H I  ( I  J) 1 
R O P - R O t E f I ~ ~ l . t C O S ~ F H I ~ I J ~ ~ ~  
I F  (ETAn.GT. l .>  FETAG=O.O 
I F  (ETAM.GT.1.) GO TO l o t 1  
F E T A G ~ ~ F E T A ( E T A M ~ A L P G )  
I F  tIJ.EP,r.AND.IFLAG.EO.l) Y R I T E  (61775)  P M I N  
P M A X = D E L F Y - V ~ N I k ~ t ~ U M N I C O S ~ P H I U ( I J ~ ) ~ I I ~  
CALL F’hATCH (FHIHIPt tAXtACFUGl  
I F  ( I J . E O . I . A N t ~ . I F L l G . E 0 ~ 1 )  Y R I T E  ( 6 . 1 0 5 5 )  ALPUG 
CALL SIMU0(9LfUO,R*TU~CSPUO) 
P f i A X = D E L f Y - V ~ N t t ? t ~ ~ M H 8 C ~ S ~ F H ~ U ~ Z J ) ) ) I 8 ?  
F U = D E L P S I F E T A G t C S P U G ~ ~ P M A X - D E L f S I F E T A G ~  
F U T ~ S I G I I F U ~ ( C O S ( F H I U ( I J ) ) ~ I ~ !  
S U M L l l ~ S U M 3 1 t . ; t D P H I U 8 F A C T ~ f U T  
I F  (ETAH.Gl.1.) ETAtl=l.O 
C S J ( I J )  .CSFJ(ETnH.ALFG) 
P H I U (  I J t ’  - “ H I U (  I J ) t D f t 4 l U  
111 FORMAT ( ~ S X * ’ P H I = O . O I  DELPYO*’rFiO.S) 
ETAM=RU/ROP 
l o l l  fMIN=DELPS~FEThG 
775 FORMAT (3SXv’PHI=O.O* FMIN=’vF lO.S)  
toss  romnr  ( ~ ~ x , ’ F w I - o . o ~  n L F i t o - ’ , ~ i o . s i  
200 CONTINUE 
X I l U G = ~ U I t S U M U l t S D I ~ ~  
SUMI’O. 
NUPTSR=NUfTS-l 
DO 300 I J * l ,NUFTSM 
R O P P ’ R O t E ~ I ~ ~ l . t C O S ~ P n I o I ~ ~ ~  
R O P P S a = R O P f I t ~  
ROPM~ROtEPII(l.tCOS(PHI(IJ~)) 
COPkSO=ROPNt12 
FM=ROPt lSOtCSJt IJ )  
C P = R O P P S O I C S J ( I J t I )  
D P H I ~ P H I t I J 1 1 ) - P H I ( I J )  
S U M : = S U M I + . S t P P H I I ~ F f i t F P ~  
X I 1  JO=DELPStSUMI 
CALL SIM(O.OI ILPGIR~ . i r C S V J O )  
X I 7 J O ~ C S P J G I F E L P S L ~ ~ P I - ~ H I O ~ I ~ R O I ~ R O t ~ , Y E P I ~ t l . S I E f ~ Y I 2 ~  
X J I - X I l J G t X I ~ J G  
F J i  ( I T P ) = X J I - P I  
FPHIU~(.S8FI-PHIUO)/XfTS 
suMU?=o .o 
PH=PN I UO 
X I 2 U O ~ S I G I 1 ( 1 . - S i N ~ P M I U O ~ ~  
F U : ( I T R ) ~ X I l U G + X I ? U G - X L A M  
300 CONTINUE 
l - t . I E P I t ~ R O t E P l ~ t S I N ~ P H I O ~ - . ~ S I S I N ~ ~ . I P H I O ~ I E P I I I 7 ~  
Figure 69 - Continued 
JETO9BOO 
JET09810 
J E T 0 9 8 2 0  
JET09830 
J E T 0 9 8 4 0  
JETO9BSO 
J E T d 9 B I O  
J E T 0 9 8 7 0  
JE7098UO 
JET09Y90 
J E T 0 9 9 0 0  
J E T 0 9 9 1 0  
J E T 0 9 9 1 0  
JET09930 
J E T 0 9 9 4 0  
JETOTTSO 
J E T 0 9 9 6 0  
JE TO 9 970 
J E T 0 9 9 8 0  
JET09990 
JET 10000 




J E T 1 0 0 5 0  
JET 10060 
,’ET 1 0 0 7 0  
JET 10080 
JLT 18096 
JET 10 100 
JET10 110 
JET 101 20 
JET10130 
J E T 1 0 1 4 0  
JET 10 150 
JET10160 
Jf 1 101 70  
J E T 1 0 1 8 0  
JET 10190 
J E T 1 0 5 0 0  
JET1021 0 
JE 1 1 O??O 
JET10230 





i E T 1 3 2 9 0  
JET10300 
JET10310 
JET i 0320 
JET10330 
JET10340 
J E T I O I S O  
JET 1 0 3 6 0  
JET 1 0 3 7 0  
JET10390 
J E T 1 0 4 0 0  
JET 1 0 4  10 
JET10420 
JET10430 
JET 1 0 4 4 0  
JFT104S0 
JET 1 0 4 6 0  
J E T 1 0 4 7 0  
JET 1 0 4 8  , 
JET10490 
JET10S00 
JET1 OS IO 






I F  (IFLAG.EO.1) 00 T O  907 JET10560 
I F  1iTR,EO.1) GO T O  1300 JET10570 
R € L A X = * S  J E T  13500 
DEFI-PARM JETIOSPO 
DCUI=PARM JET 10500 
I F  (ITR.EO.3) F U 1 E * ~ F U I ~ 1 T R ) - F U l ( I T R - I ) ) / C E P I  JET10610 
I F  (ITR.EO.4) F U I C ~ ~ F U I ( I T R ) - F U I ( I T R - l ) ~ / D C U I  JET10620 
I F  ( 1 T R . E O . 2 )  F J I E * ( F J I  ( I T R ) - F J I  ( I T R - 1 )  ) /DEPI  JET10630 
I F  (ITR.EO.4) FJIC*(fJI(ITR)-FJI~ITk-l)~/BEPI J E l l O 6 4 0  
1000 C0HT:NUE JtTlO6SO 
OET IFU I F I F J  IC -F 1 I ElFUlC JET10660 
P E L E ~ ( f J l ( l ) t F U I C - f U I ( L ) I F J I C ) / b E 1  Jf 110670 
b ~ L C ~ ( F U I ( l ) t F J I E - f J I ~ t ) t F U I E ) / D E T  J E T  10180 
€F~Jtl)=EP~~l+RECAXtDFLE JE110490 
t ( J t l ) = C ( J ) t R E L A X l F E L C  JET10700 
905 FORMIT  ~ 1 5 X ~ ’ I T E R A T I O N  C Y C L E ~ ’ r I 3 r 2 X r ’ E P S ~ ’ r F l O ~ S ~ 2 X ~ ’ S X G M A ~ ’ ~ ~ l O ~ J E T l O ~ l O  
15) JET10723 
I F  (AbSfDELE).LT.1.E-5i IND.ABS(DELC).LI. I .E-S) IFL*O*l JLTlO730 
I F  (1FLAG.EO.I) U R I T E  (6.909) JLT1074Q 
909 fC2MAT (2OXr’SOLUTION O f  OROUMn P!tESSUR€ DIBTRIPUTION HAS W E N  FO’JJETl3750 
!ND’ ) JET10760 
I F  (IFLAO.EO.1) URITE ( 6 ~ 9 0 s )  J r E P ( J + l ) r C ( J t I )  JETLO770 
900 CONTIYUE JETl07P.O 
STOP JET 10790 
907  SIO=C(J) J L T l O t ~ O O  
JET108 .! 0 E P S I E P ( J )  
CUU=S IO8 CUI J E I x 0 8 2 0  
W I T €  ( 6 ~ 1 3 1  C‘UU JET10830 
13 FORMAT ( ~ O X B ’ U P U A S M  THXCRKSE C3NSTANTe (CU) X ( s IOHA)* ’ *F l c~ ! ! )  JETlO%40 
IF (IPPAR.NE.0) C A L L  G P L O T ~ ~ L F B D D E L P S ~ S D ~ R O I L P S , C U I ~ S ~ ~ ~ P ~ ~ U O ~ P M I O J E T ~ O S S O  





JET 109 10 
JET 10920 
SUIROUTINE OPLOT ( A L P O ~ D E L P S ~ S D r R O ~ E Y S ~ C U I ~ S X 6 I ~ P M I U O r P H I O ~  JET10130 
BIHEMSION P U ~ ~ S ~ r R Y A L L ~ 1 0 2 ~ r E R R ~ l O 2 ~ r X P L D T U ~ Z O 2 ~ ~ Y P L O T U ~  JET10940 
l 2 0 3 ~ ~ X P L 0 1 J ~ ? O 2 ~ ~ Y P L O T J ~ ~ O ~ ~ ~ ~ A X I S ~ 3 0 ) . Y A X ! S ~ 3 O ~ ~ X D ~ T I ~ l O ~ ~ Y C A T A ~ l J E ~ I O 9 S O  
20) .: 
COMMON /HEIGHT/ t m v x Y c w  
C 
C T H I S  ROUTINE COMPUTES THE GROUNb ISOBAR PITTERN FOR THE TYO-JET 
C IMPINGEMENT FLOY F I E L B  
C 
C 
F E T A f E T A r A ) = ( l . - € l A L * ~ ) 8 1 4  
c INPUT NUMBER OF ISODAR vnLuEs 
C 
READ(SeS1) NU 
Y R I T E  ( 6 . S 3 )  MU 
SI FOR?(AT ( 1 3 )  
S3 FOUHAT l ’ 1 ’ 1 / / 3 0 X * ’ 8 1 1  COMPUThTlON OF TYO-JET OROUMD ISOBAR 
IRN 1 1 8 ’ / / / 3 ? X * S 2 v ‘  VALUES OF PRESSURE SPECIFIEF FOR PhTTERN’ 
2 1 1 )  
C 
C 
c i w u i  MU I S O B ~ R  VALUES FOR OROUND PATTERM 
REhDlSrl) ( F U ( I ) ~ ! ~ l r N U )  
I FORMhT (F1O.S) 
JET10960 
Jf 1 I 0 9  70 
JET 10990 
JET I 1000 
JET11010 
JET I I020 
JET 11 030 
JET l  1040  
JETllOSO 
JET 1 1060 
JET1 1070  
JET1 1090 
PATTEJETlLO93 
JET 11 100 
JET1 1 1 IO 
J E T l  I I20 
J E T l  1130 
JET 11 1 40 
JET 11 1SO 
J E T l  1 I d 0  
JET11 1 7 0  






111 FORMAT (//?5X*‘OAOUMD PATTERN I N  JET tEMTERED COORDIN~TE SYSTEH’//JE111204 
1 )  J € l  I1 2 10 
MU? 1 sa29 JET 11220 
CALL PLOT(~.IO.,-S) JE 1 I 1230 
XLRhX=RO+SD JET I I140 
xsc -xL nr x 1 8 .  
XJC-1.0 
XNIN=Q. 
DXMl N = -  1. 
PO 801  1P.1#100 
I F  (Xfl I I .LT.-RO) 00 T O  802 
IMIW=XHIM+DXMIN 
CONt INUE 
Figure 69 - Continued 
JCI  112SO 
JET11260 




JE: 1131 0 
JET11320 
154 
Figure 69 - Continued 
JETl  1330 
JET11340 
JE T A 1 3S 0 
JET11340 
JET11370 
JET 1 1780 
JET11390 
JET 1 1400 
JET l  1410  
JET11420 
JETl 1430 
J E l t 1 4 4 0  
JET1 1450 
JET1  1460 
JET11470 
JET1 1490 
J E T l  LSOO 
JET11510 
JET 1 l S 2 0  
JET 1 l S 3 0  
JET11540 
JET 11Z50 
J E T l l S 6 0  
JETl  l S 7 0  
JET1 IS80 
JET 1 1590  
J E T l  1600 
JET 11 6 10 
JET 1 1620  
JET11650 
JET 11640 
JET 1 I6SO 
JET11660 




JET 1 I 7 2 0  





JET 1 I 480 
~ ~ ~ 1 1 6 8 0  
JET 1 I 780 
JET11790 
J E T l  1800 
JET 1 181  0 
J E T l  le20 
JET l  I830 
JET11840 




JET 1 I900 
JET11910 
JET1 1928 
JETl  1930 
JET l  1940 
JET11950 
J E T l  1960 
JC T 11 970 
-'119YO 
JL I 1  1 990  
JET12000 
JET 1201 0 



















I 1  
C O N 1  INUE 
D~HI*(P1-PHIO)/XPTS 
PMI*PH10 
DO 600 Ih=l rNUPTb 
PBARJ=PU(O/DELPS 
I F  (PBARJ.OTa1.) 00 TO 600 
ETAJ=(l.-PbARJtt.2S)8t(l./ALPO) 
R O P ~ R O t E P l O ~ l ~ t C O S ~ P ~ I l l  
X P L O T J ~ f J E T l ~ R O P W E T A J t C O S ~ P H O  
Y P L O l J ( I J E T ) = R O P S E f ~ J 8 S X N ~ P N I )  
X F L O l J ( I J E T ) = X P L O T J ( I J E T ) / X S C  
Y P L O T J ( I J E T ) = Y F L O T J ( I J E T ) / X S C  
I J E T = I J E T + l  
PHI =PHI +DPNI 
CONTINUE 
IF (IFLAG.EO.01 00 TO 513 
I F  (PU(I l .EO.0.) GO TO S13 
IF(PlJF.LT.PHIU0) GO TO SI0 
IF (FMlN .0T .PU( I l )  GO T O  509 
I F  (PRARJ.OT.1.) GO TO SO9 
E T A J = ( l . - F D A R J 8 W . ~ S ~ I 8 ( 1 . / A L F O )  
X P L O T J ~ I J E T ~ = R O Y 1 E T A J t t O b ~ P M I ~  
Y P L O T J ~ I J E T ~ = R O P O E T A J O S I N ~ P H O  
X P L O T J ( I J E T ) ~ X F L O T J ( I J E T ) / X S C  
Y P C O T J ( I J E T ) = Y P L O T J ( I J E T ) / X S C  
I JE1.I JET4 1 
I F  (PBAR.OT.I..OR.PIAR.LT.O.l GO TO 506 
ETAU=~1.-PBAR*8.2s~to~l./ALFuo~ 
xP'.o:u( I U )  =SD-YUWETAU 
r p L o i u (  :u)=xu 
X P L ~ T U ~ 1 U l = X P L O T U ~ I U ~ / x s c  
I P L O T U I I U ~ ~ Y P L O T U ~ I U ~ E W S C  




JET 1 2  100 
J E T ' Z l l O  
JET 12120 




JET 1 2 1  70 
JET 12180 
JET1 2190 







JET l  2270 
JLT I 2 m O  
JET I2190 




JET 123 40 










J E T l  2450 
JET12460 
J E T l  2470 
JET12480 
JET12490 











JET I26 10 
JET12620 





I J E T * I J C  - 1  JET12680 
Y R I T E  ( 6 1 1 1 )  IJETrXU JET12690 
FORMAT ( / / l S X v ' J E T  IMPINGEMENT RFGInNe I J E T = ' ~ I ~ ~ L O X I ' U P V A S H  DLFLJETl2700 
00 T O  511  
XPLOTU(IUl=SD 
YPLOTU(IU)=XPUF 
x P L O T U ~ I U ) = X P L O T U I I U ) / x s c  
Y P L O T U ( I U l = Y P L O T U ( I U ) / X S C  
GO T O  eo0 
DPHIU=(3UF-PHIUOI/XPTS 
YHIU=YHIUO 




CALL U A L L J ~ R Y I V N N I D U M ? ~ D U M ~ ~ D U M ~ ~ D E ~ P U )  
P M A X = F E l F U - V N N W O ? t t V ~ N O C O S ~ P M I U ) ~ O ~ Z  
PBhR=PU( I ) .'fHAX 
ETAU=( 1 . - . P I I A R O ( .  3 5 )  I O (  1 . /RLPUGl 
XPLOTU( lU)=SC~-YU8ElAU 
YPLOTU(1U)rXb 
XF'LOTU( I u l = x P L o T u ~  1U)IXSt  
YPLoTu~Iu)=YPLoTu~Iul/xsc 
I u = I u * 1  
PHI IJ=PMIU+D~HIU 
COHTrMUC 
I l J I  111- ' 
lECTlO!d REGION.  I U = ' r I 4 / / )  JET12710 
I f  ~IJET.OT.O.OR.IU.GT.0) Y R I T E  (6rJS?) JET 12720 
SS2 FORMAT ~//34Xr'XISOJ'r6Xr'Y1S~~'rBX~'XISOU'~8X~'VI80U'/~ JET12730 
JET 12740 
lHAX=IJET JET 12750 
I F  (1U.OT.IJET) IMAX=IU J E T l  2760 
I F  ( IU.GT. IJE1)  I N I N = I J E T  JET12770 
PO 803  l )L= lv IHAX JET12780 
IF (IH.LE.IRIN1 Y R I T E ( J I L ~ I  XPLOTJ(IMlrYPLO1J. .NlrXPLOTU(IM)~YPLOTJETl27VO 
JET 12800 
12 FORHAT ( ~ O X ~ ~ ( F I O . S I I X ) )  JETl  281 0 
I f  ~ l N ~ G T ~ I M I ~ ~ ~ ~ l ~ ~ ~ M l M ~ E O ~ I ~ l  YQITE (6rIS) XCLOTJ(IM)rYCLOTJ(IM) JET11820 
I F  ~ I U ~ O T ~ I M I W ~ A W ~ ~ I M l N . F n . l J F T ,  U R I T E  ( b r l b l  X P I O 1 U ~ l M ) ~ T P L O ~ U ~ I M J E T I ~ B 4 0  
11 JETl2BSO 
10 FORMAT ( S 4 X ~ Z ( F l O . S ~ 2 X l l  JET12860 
I M I N ~ I U  
I U (  I M )  
15 FORNAT ( 3 0 X * 2 ( F l O . S r 2 X ) )  J E T I ~ B ~ O  
Figure 69 - Continued 
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CALL L I M E  ~ ~ P L o T u ~ Y P L o l u ~ I u , I ~ l ~ l , l i . 1 ~  
CALL L I N E  ~ X P L O T J ~ Y P L O T J ~ I J E T ~ l r l ~ ~ ~ l ~ ~ l ~  
CONTINUE 
DPHIU=.S:P!/XFTS 
PKIU-0 .  
DO 900 I J = l i N U P T S  
YU=CUI88I018SD/COS(FMlU) 
XU=SDITAN(PWIU) 
I F  (XU.OT.XLMAX) 00 TO 901 
XPLOTU( lJ )=SD-YU 
YPLOTU( I J) =XU 
XPLOTUIIJ)=XPLOTU(IJ)/XSC 




URITE ( 6 ~ 9 0 7 )  
FODMAT ( / / / I S X i ' U F U A S H  DEFLECTION ZONE L I N E ,  
1CTION R E G I O N ' / / )  
URITE ( 6 1 8 0 e )  
FORMAT. I ~ s x ~ ' x u P ' . ~ x , ' Y u P ' / ~ ) ,  
YRITE ( b v e i l )  XPLOTU~IN).YPLOTU(IM) 
DC 913 I M = l i I U  
CONTINUE 
FORlinT ( 3 0 X , ? ( F l O . 5 r ? X ) )  
CALL L I N E  !XPLOTu~YPLOTU*IUrlrl~l,l, .1) 
CILL ADRAY 
c n L L  PLOT (-99..-99., 3 )  
READ (5,101) PAUSE 





















P B I R - 0  O U T S I I ~ E  INTERAJET13050 





JET 13 LOO 
JET1 3 11 0 
JET 13120 




JET 13 170 
JET 1 3  I80  
JET 131 90 
JET 13200 
JET13210 


















J E T 1 3 4 0 0  
JET1 3410 
JET13420 










JETl  3S30 
JET 1 3 S 4 0  
JET 13SSO 
JET!3S60 
JE 1 1  3S70 
JET I35PO 
JET13600 
J E T 1 3 6 1 0  
JE 11 3620 
JET 15630 



















































JET 14 140 
JET1 4150 
JE I 1  4 160 
JET1 4 170 
JET14180 
J i  i i 4190 
JET14200 
JE 1 1  4210 
JE 1 1  4220 
J E T l  4230 
JE 11 424 0 






JE 1 1  4 5 1  0 




JET 14 360 
JET 14 370 
JET1 4380 
JE 11 4390 
JE r i 38 i o  
158 
100 CONTINUE 




~ i r i 4 w o  
JET 144 IO 
JET' 4 4 2 0  
JET I4430 
JETl  4 440 
JET14450 
J E T l  4460 
JET14470 













JET 1 4 6  I O  






















JE T I 4 860 
JET1 4870 
JETI  4660 
JET 14890 
JETf4900 





JET 1 4 9 I O  
J E T I  4970 
JET14880 
JET I 4 7 0 0  






CON1 IHrJE J E l l  S120 
J E l l J l 3 0  E T A = E l A C + 3 . t D € l a  
J€T15140 SuMEM=O. 
JE 115 I S 0  SUMET=O. 
SUMERL=O. JET 15 160 
SUMEsT7O. JET 1 5 %  70 
sumETa=o. JETlS19O 
SUMETT =o . JET15190 
DO 200 1 1 . 3 r N 3 ~ 2  JC115200 
ET4Y=,ETA-ETAC~/ll.-ETAC~ JET15210 
E T A P T = S T A f  / T L A M  JETIS220 
FV=FVPf  € T A P  I JET15230 
FT*FTP(€T;. JET15240 
F V  IU=FVAVPI t TAP rFU) JET15250 
t I h T * F T A T P ( E l f i P T . F T l  . CT13260 
JETlS270 F T T L ~ M - ~ T L A M ( E T L P T ~ € T A P ~ T L ’ N )  
S i l H E N ~ S U H f H + F V O t l ~ ~ F ~ M C ~ F U ~ F T )  JET152RO 
J E T l f Z %  SUMtT=SUMET+FTlETAOfUNC(FV,FT) 
S U M E H A = S U M E M ~ t ~ . ~ F ~ A V O E T ~ Y F ~ N C f F V ~ F T : + F U O F T A T O E T L 8 D T M O F U N C T ~ F U ~ ~ T ~ J € T l S 3 0 0  
JC11S310 S U M E H T ~ S U M E M l + F U ~ F T T L A M ~ E T A O F U N C l f F V ~ F T )  












JET 1 57 10 
JE T IS7 20 







JET 1 S8OC 
J E T  1 S910 
J E T  IS92b 
JET‘S830 
JET 1 5840 
JETl58SO 
J E T I S 8 6 0  
JETIS870 
JETiJBBO 
J E T  I SRPO 
Figure 69 - Continued 
160 
ORZINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
SO0 FORMAT ( 1 X t I F  0 . 5 )  JET15900 
I F  (ABS(FUNC) L T . 1 . E - 5 )  00 10 300 JE' 159 IO 
100 CONTINUE J E T I S 9 2 0  
STOP JET15930 
ZOO R O = E T h C t ( l . - E  h C ) I E T A P  JET15940 
RETURN JETIZ950  
END *. JET15960 
JET I S 9 7 0  
JET15900 
XT15990 
JET 16000 SUEROUTINE SIMTU ( T N ~ ~ H ~ ~ L F U I T L A ~ ~ C H ~ C T ~ C H ~ H ~ C T T H )  
F U P ( E T A ) = ( I . - E T I l I A L P U ) l 8 ~  JET I6010 
F T f ( E T A ) = ( I . - ( E T A / T L A H ) I ) I  JET16020 
F U N C ( E T A r F U ~ F T ) ~ F U t E T ~ ' ~ F l t ~ l ~ ~ F T ~ / ~ H ~ )  JET16030 
F U N ~ ~ ~ ~ T A ~ F U ~ F l ~ - F V I E T ~ I ~ l l , - F T ~ / ~ Y N B I T M ~ ~ / ~ ~ F T t ~ l ~ - F T ~ / T H B ~ I I 2 ~  JET16040 
N-24 JET l6OSO 
*L P T =ALPU JET16060 
C Y R I  TE ( 6 0  7 7 7 )  TN. T H r  ALF V t  ALF T n CMs C T  JET 16070 
TNB=THlTN JETl6OBO 
Nl=Y-I JE: I6090 
N2-N-2 JET16100 
PETA=1.  ,MI JET 161 10 
C T A = D C T A  JET I 6 I20 
SUHOM=O. JET16130 
SUMO1 =o * J E T 1 6 1 4 0  
sumTM=o.  JET 16150 
SUMOCM=O. JET16160 
DO 100 I-l-Nl.? J E T  161 70 
FT=FTF ( E T A )  JET I6 190 
S U H O H = S U H O H t F U I F U N C ( E T ~ ~ F U ~ F T )  JET 16200 
JET I6210  S U H O T ~ S ~ H O T t F T S F U N C l E T A ~ F  * T )  
JET 16210 SUHOCn=SUHOCMtF'~)TU~C@( ET6 ~ F V I F T )  
SUdOTM=,' - - t F T t F U N C @ ( E T A ~ F U . F T )  JtTl623O 
JETI  6240 iTA=ETAt7.tSETk 
100 CONTIHUE JE1162S0 
J E T I  6260 
SUMEM-O. JET16270 
SUM r = o .  Jk T I 6 280 
SUHECM=O. JET16290 
.E116300 S1JHElr(*O. 
DO 200 1 - 3 ~ N 2 ~ 2  JET 16310 
F u = r u P ( E T n )  JETlb320 
FT-FTP(ET6)  JET16330 
S b . ~ E N ~ S U M E M t F U I F U N C ( E T A ~ F ~ ~ F T )  JET16340 
S U M E T ~ S U H E T t F T I F U N C l E T A ~ F U ~ F T )  JET16350 
SUHECM=SUMECMtF~'IFUNCDfETA~FU F T )  IE1163.0 
S U M E T M = S U M E T M t F T t F U N C D f E T h ~ f U ~ F . )  JET16370 
E i A = E i A t Z . t D E i n  J€T16380 
1 0 0  CONTINUE JET16390 
t H =  D E T A / 3 . ) t ( ~ . t S U M J M t 2 . I S ~ ~ E H )  JET16400 
~T=(DCTI/3.)1~4.BSUHOT42.lSUH€T) JET16410 
C ~ T M = ( P E T ~ / J . ) t ( 4 . I S U H O C ~ t 2 . l S U H E C M )  JET14420 
CTT~=lDETA/3.~tl4.lSUM0TNt~.ISlJHETN~ J E T l C 4 3 0  
C Y R I T E  ( 6 1 7 7 7 )  TN~TM.*LPU,ALPT.CMiCT JET 1 6  4 4 0  
777  FOKHAT : l X * 6 F l O . S )  JET16423 
JET16460 KLTURN 
END J E T 1 6 4 7 0  
, E l l  6490 
JET 16490 
JET 16500 
SUDRJUTINE GPREST fRO.UG,lhtrALPG,R.CfO) JET 16S10 
F U N C ( A L P ) = . 5 - 4 . / ( A L P t ? . ) C 3 . / ( A L F t l . ) - 4 . , ' ~ 3 . I A ~ P t ~ . ) t l . / [ 4 . ~ h L P  JEi16S20 
l t 2 . )  JET1653k 
F U N t ~ ~ ~ L P ~ ~ 4 . / f ~ h L P + 2 . ) 1 0 2 ~ - 3 ~ / ~ ~ ~ L P 4 1 . ~ 1 ~ 2 ~ t 1 2 . / ~ ~ 3 . ~ h L F t 2 ~ ~ t 1 2 ~  JET10540 
1 - 4 . / (  1 4 . l P L f + ? .  I l l ? )  JET 16550 
C JET16560 
C TNIS ROUTINE SOLVES GROUMD PRESSURE :NTEGRAL FOR GROUND PRESSbRE J E T 1 6 5 7 0  
C EXPONENT JET 16580 
C J t T 1 6 S 9 0  
hLYG=1 . S  JET16600 
R E L I . S  JET16610 
F E L H I N = l . E - S  JET I6423 
@ O  LOO 1 1 1 . 9 1  JET16630 
CF G = F I' C ( l iL PG ) JET16640 
C F G P = ~ J N C D ( A L P O )  JET 16635 
4ET 16660 FSTHQ-ROIROIUGIUGICPG 
FP= R O 1 R O 1 U G L U G I C f G P  J E T 1 6 6 7 0  
4L PC f A*- PG - fi f L t F / F P JET 16680 
C USITE (6.500) ALPGmCPG,CPGP* -ET l e 4 9 0  
FU=FUP(ETR) JETI 61eo 
ET &= 2 .  t DE i n  
Figure E3 - Conrinued 
500 FJRR&T t : X * 4 F l f . S )  J E T 1 6 7 0 0  
JE r 16710 I f  (ADS:f ) . L Y . i E L J I N )  GO TO 1 0 1  
130 C9WTINUE JE T 16 720 
SIJF J E T 1 6 7 3 0  
101 RETURN K T 1 6 7 4 0  
END JET1A7SO 
J E T  16760 
J E T 1 6 7 7 0  
JETl.780 
J E T 1 6 7 9 0  
C -'ET 14800 
C THIS ROUTINE COMfUTES TNE I N T E G R & L  OF THE V E L O C I T Y  SIIUAREF P R O F I L E  J E T 1 6 1 1 0  
c AND S T ~ T I C  P s E s s u a t :  PROFILE P a s  YALL JET f u N c r I o N b  J E T  14820 
C C U Z = U E L O C I T r  SOUAKED INTEGRAL J E T  16830 
C C P = S T A I C  P*ESSURE INTEGKAL J E T 1 6 8 4 0  
c R-RATIO of w n  TO BY J E T 1 6 8 5 0  
C J E T 1 6 8 6 0  
REAL mntLlw J E T  I6870 
XN=N J E T 1 6 8 8 3  
I )  JET 16900 
C U 2 ~ ~ X N / ~ Z . + X k ~ ~ t K D E L + l l . - ~ D E L ~ 8 X I l  JE 11 b9 1 0 
C P = X D E L t (  1 .-KDEL 1 8 x 1  I J E T 1 6 9 2 0  
J E T J 6 9 1 0  F * t t ~ . - S O R T t Z . ) ) / 2 . ) 8 S ~ l . / ~ L P U I  
R - K D E L t t I . - K E E L ) C F  J P T 1 6 9 S 0  E 4
S O 0  FORHAT IlX,'CV3='~FlO.Sr7X~'CP~'~FlO.S) J E T 1 6 9 6 0  
SUDROUTINL S I R Y ( ~ D E L . ~ N . A L F Y ~ R . C V ~ ~ C F )  
~ I ~ ~ I . - ~ , ~ ~ ~ L P M + I . ~ + ~ . ~ I ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ U ~ ~ . ~ - ~ . ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~ P ~ ~ ~ . ~ + I . . ~ ~ ~ . ~ A L P ~ ~ I . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
C Y R I T E  (69SOO) CU?*Cf 
RETUUW J E T 1 6 9 7 0  
EN@ J E T 1 6 9 8 0  
JET:  6990 
J E T 1 7 0 0 0  
J E T  17010 
S V B R O U T I N E  SIMUG(ALPUIRICV?U) JET17010 
J E T 1 7 0 3 0  
THIS ROUTINE COMPOTES VELOCITY o u m E t I  I N T E G R ~ L  f o a  upunsu J E T 1 7 0 4 0  
JE1170S0 
C V ? U ~ I . - 4 ~ / ~ ~ L P U t l ~ ~ ~ 6 ~ / ~ ~ ~ I A L P U t l . ~ - 4 ~ 1 ~ 3 . 8 A L P U ~ l ~  ) t l . / ( 4 . t ~ L F U t l J h T 1 7 0 6 0  
1 . )  J E T  17079 
J E T 1 7 0 8 0  F.(SORT(2.)-1.)/SORl('.) 
R - f  8 8  I 1. /ALPUl J E T  17090 
Jt117100 RETURN 
EN0 J E T 1 7 1  10 
J t T  1 7 1 2 0  
J E T  17 1 3 0  
JET 17140 
S U B k O U T I N t  GflhTT ~ T W ~ R G I D E L P S I P M B I ~ T N I ~ U ~ ~ ~ ~ A L F ~ ~ ~ @ € L ~ N ~ E T ~ U ~ ~ D E L S  J E T 1 7 1 3 0  
~DALPYIRIDYOD~YOW.TLAM) JET  17 160 
J E T l  7 170 
THIS kOUTfNE 1 s  U S E D  CUR 1 N I T I A T I ) r S  Y A L L  J E T  REGION J E T  17 1 BO 
CJf iPuTES THE IWTIAL INVISCID ExfoNEtu FOL u n u  JET PROFILE J E T l  7190 
J E T 1 7 2 0 0  
REN.  I[tlEL*d J E T  I72 10 
BYO=DELS/h DEL J E T 1 7 2 2 0  
TLAM. 1,1 J E T  17230 
A L P Y = -  3 J E T 1 7 2 4 0  
C A L L  SIRYM ! T N ~ T ~ ~ I ~ T L ~ M ~ P M B I . ~ D E L I W I I L F ~ , ~ L P O ~ E T A U G ~ ~ I E L F S ~ U M ~ ~  J E T 1 7 2 5 0  
JE 11 7 260 
R C O N - c 7 . - S O r T c f . ) , / 7 .  J E T 1 7 2 7 0  
L ~ K b E L + ~ l . - ~ ~ E L l I R C O ~ b ~ ~ l . / ~ L F Y )  J'T17290 
BYOH=Rb?YB J E T 1 7 2 9 0  
lD i4O iRG 8 
C Y R I T f  la.'"'') TLAM.ALPYIDYO~BYOH J € T 1 7 3 0 9  
709 FORMAT ~ ' ~ ~ ' T L ~ I ~ ' ~ f 1 O . S ~ ~ X ~ ' A L ? U * ' ~ f l O ~ S ~ 2 X ~ ' D U O ~ ' ~ ~ l O . S ~ 2 X ~ ' D U O H J E T I 7 3 1 O  
l = ' . F 1 0 . 3 )  ! JET I 731 0 
RE TURN JETl 7330 
ENP J E T 1 7 3 4 0  
J E T 1  73SO 
JET 17360 
J E T  I 73 70 
l P Y * R G )  LET 17390 
RLAL RDELIW JET I7 4 0 0  
T R b - T I O f N  J E T  1 7 4  IO 
CLL..S JET 1 7 4 20 
g E L n I n . i . E - 3  J E T 1 7 4 3 0  
~ € T * E * ( l . - E T A Y G t C ~ L P ~ ) C 8 4  J E  T 1 7 4 4 0  
F(C0M-1 I - fETAG J E T 1 7 4 S O  
JET L 7 4 6 0  C Y R I T E  ( 6 * 4 0 0 )  F E T A G I F ~ ~ O R ~ P Y O R O  
SUDRDUTINE S I R Y M ~ T N ~ T A ~ T L A M ~ F M D ~ K ~ E L ~ ~ ~ A L P Y , * L P O . E 7 A M O ~ @ E L P ~ ~ V M ~  J E T 1 7 3 1 0  
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OF WOi? QUALnV 
400 FORMAT (AX,'FETAO'*4FlO.J) 
QO 100 I * l r 1 0 0  
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JET 1 77 10 
.ET17710 
JET17730 
JET 177 4 0  
J P I  I77SO 
JET17740 
JET17770 































J E T l  BO90 
Jc110100 
JET 18 I 10 
JET18120 
J E T  18130 
JET 1 Ci 1 4 0  
JET10 1SO 
JET I 01 60 
JET 181 70 
JET 18 180 
JET 181 90 
JET I 8 2 00 
Figure 69 - Continued 
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JET 1 8 x 0  
JEI~B?~O 
JETI~VO 
J E T I S ~ B O  
JET 18290 
J E T 1 8 3 0 0  
J E T 1 8 3 1 0  
JET18330 




J E T 1 8 3 1 0  
Jf 11 8 4  10 
1 7 1 8 4 2 0  
JET 10430 
J E T I S 4 4 0  
JET l ( I4SO 
JET 1 8 4 7 0  
J E T 1 8 4 9 0  
JET l8SOO 
J E T  1 8 S 1 0  
JET l(ISZ0 
JET 18530 




J E T 1 8 6 1 0  
JETI~S?~ 
~ ~ ~ 1 8 3 0 0  
JET I e400 
xiis440 
~ ~ ~ 1 8 4 0 0  
JET 1 8 ~ 6 0  
JE i ieseo  
x ~ i e 6 0 0  
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SUPROUTIIE f G U M A T t C U F P r D E L P S ~ D E L P U ~ R O ~ ~ D ~ ~ L F O I I C P U G )  
UInENSlON EIRI 101)  vS1GI 101) 
C 
C THIS ROUTINE COflPUTES EXPONEW1 OF UPYASM GROUND PRESSURE PROFILE 
.lETl9000 
JET 190 10 
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JET19120 
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JET 19JOO 
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JET19440 
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JET 1971 0 
JET19720 
J E T  19730 
JET 19740 
JET 17750 
JE 11 97 6 0  
JET19770 

















JET l 9 V 3 0  
JET1 9940  
JET l9VSO 
JET I 9 9 6 0  
JET19970 
JE 119980  













JE 110120  
JET101 50 
JET20140 
JET 2 0 1  SO 
JET20 160  
JET201 70 
JET 20 1 BO 
JE T?O 190 
JfT20100 















SUBROUTINE SIPU(ALFUoRrCV1U)  JET20360 
C U 2 U ~ l . - 4 . / ~ A L P U t 1 . ~ 4 6 ~ / ~ 2 . ~ A L f U 4 l . ~ - 4 . / ~ 3 . ~ A L P U 4 l . ~ 4 1 ~ / ~ 4 . R ~ L P U ~ l J E T ~ O 3 7 O  
1. )  HT20360 
F = ( S O R T ( 2 . ) - I . ) I S O R T ( : . )  JET20390 
R = F s t l i  ./IILPU) JET20400 
RETURN JET20410 
END JE 1 2  04 2 0  
JET20430 
JET20440 
c v '  6450  
SUPROUTINE S I M U ~ ( T N r T M r T L I * ~ f ~ ~ r A L P U I F E T A 6 ~ P E L P U S ~ U M ~ B U ~ R O ~ R ~ F M  * ' 4 0  
1TNEFFtTAEFF)  -0 
Y R I T E  ( 6 , 1 1 1 )  P M P e V M  I .  . Q 
r n P = T M I T N  * . (  
-G-:J K € L * . S  
IFLAG-G * 0.-0 
DELMINJl . E - 5  . OS30 
T L P M = I  . o  JCI'OS40 
T L A M I = T L A t !  JETZOSSO 
C Y R I T E  ( 6 9 4 0 0 )  FETAGIFMOM~PU*RO JET 20560 
C 
Ill F O K M A T  ( i X v ' F M C = ' . F I O . J , ? X .  VM*'-F10.5) 
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JET21020 




JET 2 1070 
JET21 OEG 




JET? 1 130 
JET21 143 
JET?l  IS0 
JET2!160 
JET 2 11 70 
JET21180 
JET2 1 190 
JET 2 1200 
JET21 210 
JE 121 220  
JET21230 
JE 12 1240 
JET?l?SO 
JET21260 


















JP T2 I 376 
JET 21 386 
JET21390 
JET21400 
JET? 14 IO 
JET11 420 
JE121430 
JET7 1 4 4 0  
JET214SO 
JET21 460 
J tT21470  
JE 12 1480 
JET21490 
JET21710 
JET 2 1 720  
JET21 7 3 0  
JET21740 
JET217S0 
JE l21760  




J E T ? l 8  10 
JET2 1 820 
JET21 830 
JE 121 840 
JET21850 





JET2 19 10 














SCU2TE =o.  JETZt030 
S C T M E = O .  JET22040 
@O ZOO 1 = 3 e M ? t 2  JET22050 
JET22060 E T A P = E T A  
ETePT*ETAP/TLAM JETZ?070 
If (ETAPT.GT.1. )  ETAPT=l. JET22060 
FU=FU?(ETW) JET22090 
FT=FTP(ETAP) JET72 100  
FP=FUOFU JET 22 1 10 
SUHEH=SUHTHtfVLFUNC(FVIFrrFP) JET22120 
S U N E T ~ S U M E T t F T O F U N C ( f U , F T ~ F P )  JET22136 
S C U 2 T E ~ S C V ~ T E t f U N t D t F V s F T ~ F ~ ) O F V  JET22140 
SCT~€~SCTMEtFUNCD(FU,Fr,FP)(FT JET22 156 
E T A = E T A + Z . O D E T A  JET22160 
200 CONTINUE JET22170 
c u ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . ~ o i i . t ~ . a s u n o ~ t ~ ~ o s u ~ ~ n ~  JET22180 
~ ~ = ~ ~ ~ ~ n ~ ~ . ~ o ~ i . t 4 . o s u ~ o ~ t ~ . o s u ~ ~ ~ ~  JET22190 
C U 2 T H ~ ~ D E T ~ / 3 . ) ~ ~ 4 . O S C ~ 2 T O t ~ . O S C V 2 T E )  JET22200 
C T T H = ~ I I E T A ~ ~ . ) ~ ~ ~ . ~ S C T H O + ~ , ~ S C T M E )  JET22210 
C P f ~ 1 . - 4 ~ ~ ~ A L P U t 1 ~ ~ + ~ ~ / ~ ~ . 0 ~ L f U t 1 ~ ~ - 4 ~ / ~ S . 8 ~ L F ~ t 1 ~ ~ t 1 ~ / ~ 4 ~ 0 A L F U t 1 ~ J E T 2 2 2 ~ 0  
1 )  JET22230 
C 
771  










Figure 69 - Concludea. 
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